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How many days has my baby to play?

Sa tur day , Sunday, Monday,

Tuesday, I,Iednesday, Thursday, Fr iday,

Saturday, Sunday, Monday.

Hop away, skip array,

My baby lrants to play,

My baby wants to play every day.

- An Old English Nursery Rhyrne
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Abstract

This practicum report focuses on the Practice of play

therapy with children ages four to nine rvithin an

ecological perspective. Theory regarding the ecological

perspective, developmental Attributes of children ages four

to nine, and descriptions of various modalities of play

therapy are provided. Five case illusErations are given,

and efficacy of practice is subsequently evaluated.
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Preface

The process whereby graduaLe social work students

arrive aL a choice oÍ pracEica has always been of inEeresE

to me. My choice of interest area evolved while I r{as

working as a social worker primarily with children at the

Canadian Nacional InsEituEe for the B1ind. It \,ras borne out

of frustration with t.he paucity of communiEy services in

the city to refer children to for Play Eherapy as I lacked

that expert ise. It \ras not that peoPle v¡ere hes itant to

see children who r{ere visually irnpaired. At the time,

Ëhere simply were not a large number of people who had

expertise in this area. To be seen by them, a child must

either already be an in-paEient in a hospital, or a client

with the play Lherapist I s agency ' or his or her parenEs

able to afford privaLe practice fees.

The smal1 number of people doing Lhis kind of work at

organizaE ions such as the Psychological Service CenEre

could only t.ake ref errals on a 1ímited basis. l,lhat t.o do?

Without--for Lhe L ine being.

The direcËion my work and academic exPerience has

taken has always been based on conscious planning raEher

than accidenÈ. Career goals have been ¡nolded by ty Past

academic and work background and experience. A1 1 my soc ial

service work experience has involved work with children

eicher in recreation, child welfare, or rehabilitaLion.
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As children have families and relevant others, they too

usually entered Ëhe picture. Not only had I encountered a

servíce gap in the communiÈy but also in my own ski11s.

Along with my B.S.I^I. I had a B.A. r¿ith a double major in

theatre and social psychology. (t¡ot such an unlikely

comb inat ion when one cons ider s ps ychodrama ' ro 1 e p tay ing

and play therapy using story telling and puppetry. ) I^Iith

my past background and v¡ork experience it seemed to make

perfect sense for ne to develop expertise in this area. I

$ras to approach Dr. KaEhryn McCannel l who had knorsledge and

skills in the area to act as my advisor in the M.S.IÁI .

program and voila ! my decis ion was made.

My goals in the graduate program vrere to develop a

solid knowledge base of:

- the emoËiona1 and cognitive developmental stages of

children;

- fanily therapies r¿hich incorporaÈe a systemic

approach;

- skil1s in working with young children incorPorating

use of play, drama r puppetry, arE ( such as paint ing and

drawing) and story te11ing.

I hoped to consolidate all of this academic knowledge

and make use of it in designing a Practicum which would

al1ow me to develop my individual therepy skil1s with

children and social rvork intervention with their families

and larger social sysÈems.
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Although it is customary in clinical social r,¡ork for

practitioners to develop a practicum working with a

specific population group such as sexuaLLy abused children

or children affecËed by divorce or separation, I chose to

focus primarily on ski1l development and work with a

heterogeneous population group of chi ldren. I fel r this

would give me the broadest range of exPerience Possible.

For this same reason, a decision I¡¡as made to see four Èo

nine year olds because this age grouP' consisting of

pre-schoolers and school aged children, also encomPassed

two distinct developmental periods. As I have a commitment

to work with children in their siEuation, incorporating all

their relevant systems, it made sense to centre the

individual work with the child within an ecological

per s pec t ive .

I can say with greaq satisfaction that my goals both

academic and within my practicum, have been met.
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INTRODUCTION

The process of enLering into a Eherapeutic encounter

with a child is a vasË1y complicated endeavor. There are a

rnyriad of quesEions thaE mus! be addressed before the firsr

sess ion even begins. I^Ie need to have some beginning sense

of Ehe chi1d, their history, and whar is happening to Ehem

nor{. And since children live wiuh fanilíes or caregivers

in a larger social setting; all interacting and impacting

on each oEher, r{e also need to have sone beginning sense of

whaL life is like for this child in the larger socieËa1

conEexË. This is our "research" and with Ehè information

\{e gaLher r{e begin to build a mutable hypothesis of what is

going oû¡ why, and how we níght be able to effect change.

It is important to make reference to theoreEical

licerature and frameworks to organi-ze our rhinking and the

informaEion gaÈhered for our work roust always be informed

and guided by Ëheory. This pracEicum rePorE is a

documenEation of Ëhe Lheoretical literaEure ËhaE has

informed my practice and lastly, a description of how the

literaEure has been operationaLLzed È.o direcE my endeavours

during this practicum.



Section One: The LiteraËure Review
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CHAPTER 1

THE ECOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE

The profession oÍ. social r¡ork has long recognized thaE

an índividual cannot be understood outside the contexÈ of

his or her environment (Richnond, 1930). Individuals and

their environment are seen as rnuËua11y shaping systems,

each changing over Eime and adapting to changes in each

other. There is an adaptive f it between each of us and our

environments by which \de achieve a dynamic equilibriusr and

mutuality (Germain, f981 ). An orientation contexE and

the adaptive balance existing between individuals and their

environment defines an ecological perspective (Auerswald,

1968; Bronfenbrenner, I977). This perspective

conceptuaLízes the person-farnily constellation in its

life-space and focuses on the transaction between t.he

person and the social environment. It presents a f.r amework

for the social worker to view the "person in situation" and

to organize the complex relationships among the various

parties who influence a persont s behavior and whom the

person, in turn influences. Hoffman (t98t, p. 257)

describes the t'ecological systeEs approach" as "directed at

the total field of the problem, including other

professionals, extended family, community figures,

institutions and all the overlapping influences and

forces that a therapist working with fanilies would
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have to contend with. " The arena of action for the helping

person is expanded.

Bronfenbrenner (1979) proposes an organízatíona1

framework to make sense of all the information regarding

the differenE leve1s of related social systems involved

with an individual. He sees the individual I s experience

ttas a set of nested structures, each inside the next, like

a set of Russian do11s" ( t919, p. 22). A visual

concepÈuaIízation is presented in Figure 1.

Insert Figure I about here.

At Ëhe centre is the individual for we must keep in mind

that within an ecological framework, the balance of

environmental forces is not the sole determinant of

ouEcornes. The individual brings to the situation a unique

arrangement of personal resources, a particular level of

development, and various other atEributes. DifferenË

people react differently to the same environment and vice

versa (carbarino, 1982 ).

The 1evel most immediate to the individual is the

microsystem. The microsystem is the actual setting in

which the individual experiences their reality and the
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Macrosystem
culture, beliefs,

politlcs r êconomics

Exosystem
é.gwork, loca1 Govrt,

school boards

crosy

INDIVIDUAL

Conceptualizatlon of

the individual wiÈhln

Bronfenbrennerrs Framework for
an ecological perspective.

Fig. I und ers tanding
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people v¡ith whom they have the experience. For children

their microsystem q¡ou1d be their home, school, peer group,

scouË or guide group--their immediate context. "As long as

increased numbers in a childrs microsystem mean more

enduring reciprocal relationships, larger and more complex

microsystems as a function of a child I s age nean enhanced

development'r (Garbarino, L982, p. 22).

Bronfenbrenner calls the nexÈ level of sysËems

mesosystems. These are Ëhe relationships betqTeen contexts

or microsystems. An example ruould be the connection

between home and school. If parents have not connected

with school the child is the only link betr,¡een the two

systems. Richness of mesosysterns for a child are measured

by the number and quality of connections. It is felt that

the stronger and more diverse the links between the

setÈings, the tnore por^rerful an inf luence the mesosystem

will be on the childrs development.

The next set of systems which Bronfenbrenner calls

.exosystens_ are seÈÈings where events occur t.hat have direct

bearing over Ehe childrs life but in which he or she does

not participate direcÈ1y such as parents I workplace, school

boards, and local governments.

All systems are influenced by the broad ideological

and inst.itutional patterns of our particular culture or

subculture cal1ed macrosystems. They can effect how we can
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perceive childrens t behavior. Children whose naEive

culËure encourages them to be respectful of their elders

and deferential can be perceived as pass ive and lacking in

spirit by their teachers. Certain types of behavior can be

perceived as inappropriate for boys or girls.

In summary, the framework offered by Bronfenbrenner

gives the ecological persepct.ive utility as an outline for

assessment and intervention with children in their toÈa1

environmenËa1 context. Interventions must make use of the

naEural systems and take place within the life space of the

chi1d. The child t s system should be perceived as an

instrument of change. As HarEman and Laird (1984, p. 74)

staEe t'the attempt to devise strategies which make use of

natural systems is an effort to avoid the development of

artificial helping actions which may have unknown but

pervasive iaurogenic effects." Salzinger, Antrobus and

Glick ( 1980) feel that a major lirnitation of most therapies

with children is that their gains are not maintained afËer

the EerminaÈion of professional treaEment. They feel it is

imperative for helping profesionals Ëo select treatEent

modes that are socially and culËura11y appropriate for the

child in his or her particular eco-system so as to maximize

the possibility that. the childrs orùn envíronment cari

supporÈ the treatEent. The professional service Providers

are noÈ the only parÈies in the child I s eco-system. As
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helping professionals r{e should not be so vain as to assune

that only our efforts produce behavioral change--many people

have an impact on the child, are part of the development

and maintenance of the child I s behavior and can be enlisted

as agents in the change process. "The goal of intervention

programs, wherever possible, should be to fade out the

professional, to turn over the responsibility for

maintenance, continuation and enhancement of Ëreatment

effects to caretakers in the child t s everyday environment

and to the childr'(Salzinger et 41,1980, p.5). By

involving s ignificant others in the child r s environment we

are giving the child support in overcoming whatever

difficulty he or she is facing. Change in a child I s behavior

or communication will impact upon his or her sysEem. IE v¡i11

require strength, porùer., and supporÈ for Ëhe child to resist

the systemt s pressure to ttchange backtt. Ef f orts aimed at

change will generaLíze more readily if Ehe rest of the

sysÈem is engaged and prepared to support the changes in

the chi1d. There is less possibility of "sabotage'r,

either deliberaËe or unconscious, of the vrorker I s efforts.

The ecological perspective sees behavior as

multi-causaL. Therefore, children are noË made to feel as

if they are the problem and a t'bad persontt with all the

inplications such a labeL has for their self-concept.

So-ca11ed maladaptive behavior can be seen as a healthy
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adaptaËion to an unhealthy set of circumstances Ehat does

not al1ow a child to develop more socially acceptable means

of seeking a response to his or her needs. It would be

important to assess v¡hat function the problem behavior

serves for Ëhe child. Perhaps the behavior aids hirn or her

in gaining some sense of control over his or her

enviroriment.

The ecological perspective emphasízes I'healthr and the

coping mechanisms already in place, unlike the nedical

model v¡hich is more prone to focus on patholott and hence,

may view the child as a collection of sympÈoms indicating

some disorder residing at a specific time within the chi1d.

Sa]-zinger et a1. ( 1980) describe behavior problems as

redefined to be a relative rat.her than an absolute concepÈ.

'rDisturbed behavior within an ecological framework is

largely defined by the society itself as behavior that is

unacceprable in the situations in which it occurs in its

present form and thus is selected for rnodificationl

(Satzinger et aL., 1980, p. 4). They use the example of

the active child who may function well in a stimulating

fanily or sport.s oriented peer group but is labelled as

tthyp.ractivett on the basis of such behavior in a formal

class-room.

This does not mean that the environmental factors are

the main determinants of behavior and that ít is only

necessary to alter the conditions of Ëhe environment in
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order to effect change in the childr s behavior. Behaviors

are the result of an on-goíng organism/environment

relationship that is characterízed by a Process of

accommodation and mutuality producing continuous change in

both systems. Hartman ( fgSg), talks about a "fitting

together" or adaptaLion taking place between a child and

his or her environnent.

More specifically, each child brings a unique

constitutional make-up or ÈemPerament (Thomas & Chess 
'

1980) to the relationship. The concePt of l"tperament
involves such variables as mood ' activity 1eve1,

distractabiliry, persisËencerand resPonsivity. These

variables, products of a complex Person-environment

relat ionship , prompt further resPonses from the environment

and a pattern of interaction is established. ttThis pattern

can promote or irnpede many features of a child t s cognitive

and emotional growth depending uPon the goodness-of-fit

between the child and his world; that is, Ëhe impact of

temperament is predicated uPon whether a child I s behavior

fits with the specific demand of the environment at that

time" (Brooks, 1984. p. 91).

The rol.e of environment, siÈuationsoand the players

therein influencing an individual t s behavior is crucial but

the persont s behavioral responses also depend on how the

information from the environment is processed by the

indivídua1. There is inÈerdependence beËween behavior and
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Ehe environmental condicions which are "mediaced by Ehe

consEructions and cognicive activities of Ëhe person who

generated themt' (t"tische1, L972, p. 279). The process of

thinking always involves an interact ion between the

individual I s on-going mode o f thinking and what is

encountered in the environmenE. "Individual and

environmental can only be viewed as a syncreEic who1e"

(Maier, 1978, p. 27).

Piaget (1952) describes Ehe process whereby a person

builds a conception of his or her world based on internal

processes and the influence of Lhe environment. According

to Piaget, the individual I s adaptetion of Past exPerience

is known as aseimilation. An individual conceives of an

event in Lerms of. his or her r{ay of thinking. An

experience is then incorPoraLed, without a break in

continuity, into a personr s on-going vtay of thinking in a

way that presenE undersEanding al1ov¡s. The individual I s

adaptation Eo exEernal or environmenËa1 experience involves

Lhe PiageLian process of accommodation. Acconmodation means

changing an earlier concept ion in an attempt to incorPorate

the information from Ehe present. environmental factors as

far as Ëhe individual can understand and manage at the

time. Piaget uses another concePtr adaptatíon, to describe

how individuals balance their Personal experience as it

impacÈs on them within the contexÈ of the environnent.

Maie r (L973, p. 23) describes the process aPtly; "every
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interaction requires an individual to think, to feel and to

act as previous experience dictates, and such interaction

is always challenged by environmental experience to fee1,

and to act according to the impact of the ner¡r situationr'.

He staEes that Piaget considers social learning to be a

process of personal adaptation between what is undersEood

and mastered previously and rvhat is perceived as new and

appropriate Ëo be mastered. In other r{rords, social learning

is an ongoing and balancing process betr,reen inËerna1 and

external impressions. New comprehension prompts new

behavior.

The cognitive processes ouËlined above, whereby our

conceptions of the world are developed and altered, are

especially applicable to children. Children are actively

taking in experiences Ëo organize and to try and understand

their world. Children construct a copy of the external

environment to the best of their capabilities at Èheir

parËicular developmental stage. Feelings are also evolving

along with cognitive processes for the two are inseparable.

Maier (1978, p. 26) quoÈes Piaget who staÈes that rrboth

(intellecÈ and affect) are always together as one.rt The

adaptive experience the chil-d is encountering has affective

qualities also.

The child I s internal construction of their world may

be inappropriate given that information may be linited,

cognitive processes are only as sophisticated as his or her
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developmental 1eve1, and life experiences are linited due

Ëo age. The child acËs on his or her copy of the world and

develops a history of inËeractions and resultant behavior

patterns r¿ith those in his or her environnent. If Ehese

behavior patterns are dysfunctional, a worker using the

ecological perspective can shorv parenÈs and significant

others in the environment how they maintain the behavior

and help them Ëo change how they react Eo the child.

However, the child may sti1l persevere in o1d patterns

along with harboring unexpressed emotions about the

environment and experiences within it.

Individual therapy within an ecologícal perspect ive

has much to offer such a child. The therapeutic exPerience

will give the therapist access to the child I s internal

constructions of the r¿or1d and personal Percept.ions based

on how the world has responded to his or her behavior.

Based on information gained from the child the therapist

can also develop more ideas on how to work more effectively

with parents and significant others. The individual

therapy session offers both a place for the child to

regress safely and a chance to re-r¡ork exPeriences to

change behavior paÈterns the child has acquired. Among

these patterns are how Èhe child thinks of self. For

example, in working with a child v¡ho is visually impaired

and having difficulty with fear of nerl situations, farnily
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and the school system may be made arrare of how Èhey have

reinforced his or her symptomatic behavior in the pasE and

Eake steps to remedy it. However, the child sti1l

perceives self as powerless and dependenE, is bewildered at

no longer receiving the support previously accustomed to,

and is f earf u1 of embarking on any ner¡r experiences alone.

Individual Ëherapy can serve as a corrective

exPerience r¿hereby, children can exPres s themselves and

develop feelings of self worth and mastery of their world.

Repeated experience with these new ways of feeling will

lead to new \{ays of thinking. New ways of thinking r¿iI1

lead to different ways of experiencing the q¡or1d.

Piaget, as quoted in Maier (t928, p. 27), states that

experience rather than maturation defines the essence of

cognitive development. The nature of a persont s life

experiences--"their degree of availability and

variation--can bolster, accel-erate, retard and vary the

rate of a person's development, including rrhether

development can progress to any extent at a11.rr Therapy may

provide an experience that a child nissed at an earlier

developmental level or subsÈitute a corrective experience

for an inadequeÈe or negat ive developmenÈal experience.

For this reeson it is essential for the therapist to be

anare of r¿hat the sËages of ûornal child development are
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and to be able to assess at what level the child they are

seeing is functioning. This ¡^¡i11 afford the therapist

invaluable information on how to engage Ëhe child most

effectively in therapy. Therefore, the next chapter

proceeds with a discussion of t,he developroenEal attributes

of chi ldren ages four to nine.
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CHAPTER 2

NORMAL DEVELOPMENT OF CHILDREN AGES FOUR TO NINE

As menEioned earlier, it is important not to lose

sight of Ehe individual child wíthin the eco-sysEem.

Characteristics such as âg€¡ the corresPonding

developmenËal level he or she is funcEioning ât, what the

corresponding developmental issues may be, and an idea of

how Ëhe child may ch aracÈerisEically react Eo s ituations

are items of infornation thaL can help us Eo selecE

therapeutic acLivities EhaE are most appropriate for Ëhe

individual child. As the focus of this practicu¡n is

clinical work with four to nine yeer olds it would be

inportanE to know what the corresponding characterisEics

and developmental issues are for Ehis age group'

Therefore, Ëhis chapter will review normal child

development of Ëhis age group primarily wittrin PiageEf s

cognitive developmenËal framework and Eriksotlt s

psychosocial theory which addresses mainly affecEive

development . As both theor is t s t descr ipE ions o f phases

roughly fa11 into ühe four to seven, seven to eleven year

age group, for Ëhe purposes of ny PracÈicum rePort, I have

also chosen Eo adopt these headings in ruy discussion of

developmental attribuEes except for the laEter category

which wi11, whenever possible, include 1naterial relevant

only to the seven to nine year age grouP.
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A knowledge of normal child development is necessary

for assessmenE and design of a subsequent appropriate

intervention. The relative normalcy or deviance of any

behavior must be viewed against a developmental framework.

A normal response at one age can be grossly pathological at

another. Assessment of any given child must take into

account the dynamic process of development, both in terms

of the specific childts development and how they compare

with others at their parEicular stage of growËh. A

specific example of this would be that of a sexually

abused child who exhibits age inappropriate sexual

knowledge or concerns about sexual matrers (hlaterrnan, 1986).

Further, children of different ages and developmental

leve1s will have differential responses to the same

phenomena. I,Iallerstein (L976), in studying reactions of

chíldren to their parents t separation and divorce noticed

that t.hose from seven to ten years of age versus five to

six year olds in her sample were identifiable as a distinct

group in their major initial responses along several

dirnensions to parental seperaEion and divorce. t'The

variations r,rere considerably sharper Ëhan anticipated and

reflecÈed developmental differences in percepËua1,

cognitive, affective and dense configurations"

(wattersrein, 1976, p. 22). Hess (t98t, p. 504), citing a

review arËic1e by I.Ioody, describes differential behavioral
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responses of children experiencing parental divorce,

varying from I'sad/angry and lost/¿etached behavior (nursery

school aged), high anxiety and adjustment problems

(pre-school aged) and a decline in school performance and

increase in temper Ëantrums, scolding, demandingness, and

dictaËorial attitudes for latency aged children.r' rn order
to illusErate differential emotional and behavior responses

correlated with age and developmental level, reference has

been made to children r¡ho are experiencing Èhe specific

event of separaÈion and divorce. However, this example can

be assumed to general-íze to other situations. To

understand a child t s coping response to an event, his or
her developmenÈal needs mus t be cons idered.

A child I s behavior largely reflects the way in which
he or she perceives the !ùorld. rf we are to understand

this behavior, both normar and abnormal, we must grasp the
manner by ¡+hich he or she structures the environment.

Knorvledge of the cognitive revel of the child is very

important for an understanding of his or her actions.
(rrris is especially relevant in the case of the seven to
nine year old ¡vho will be experiencing burgeoning cognitive
abilities. ) Piaget has made enormous strides in helping us

geË a glimpse of hov¡ the child constructs his or her
phenomenological world. However piaget has also staËed

thaÈ human behavior is not all cognitionr Dor alr affecË.
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Maier (tgZg. p. i91) quotes Piaget on this point:

There is no af.fective behavior and cognitive

behavior. Behavior is always both. Thus, only

an analysis r êr abstraction for the sËudy of

their respective mechanisms separates these two

aspects which in reality are always present

simultaneously. Hence if one acknowledges

affectivity and cognition...as two aspects of

behavior, it makes no sense to wonder which

causes which or even which Precedes which. One

aspect does not cause another asPect or precede

another aspecË. They are comPlementary because

neither process can function !¡ithout the other.

Erik Eriksonts focus on af.fective interpersonal

processes is needed to supplement Piagetrs conEribution.

Each theory alone contains a parEía1 and different answer

concerning child development. Together they provide a

larger picrure. However, there are rnany facets to a

child I s being--Èhey are not a dissected entity. If

children are to be helped toward successful development

they must be viewed in light of their total development.

Piagetr s Perception of DeveloPmenÈ

Piaget believes that at every stage of development the

world is experienced by the individual in an

age-appropriaEe manner with the earlier forms of cognition

laying the foundation for the later stagesr eventually
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leading to the abstract concepts of adult thought

(Bemporad, 1980). Experience rather than simple maturation

defines the essence of cognitive development. Development

evolves from individualsr experience of themselves and what

they encounter in their environment (piaBet, 1952).

According to Piaget, cognitive development proceeds within

an orderly, predictive progression which is universal in

sequence buE which varies in rate and chronology from child

to child and between sociocultural groupings.

Although his phases are frequently cited as if they

\{ere enÈities, they ar e actually no more than points of

reference for undersËanding the sequence of development.

Individuals are never aware of being in one phase or

another; they merely interact. Piaget I s accounts of the

phases of cognition roay create the false impression of a

step-by-step phasal deve.lopmenE which an individual

descends into whenever the time is right. It is more

appropriate to view each individual always as much in

transition as within a phase. The phases happen in a

definite order at approximate age spans in the cont inuum of

chronological development. Piaget maintains Ëhe order of

succession is always the same. "Developmental phases are

age bound since Èhey depend on the completion of Èhe

previous phase, but they are also age free, since age does

not determine their occurrence" (Maier, 1978. p. 28). The

actual rate and degree of completion of each phase varies
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r^rith each individual. Developmental phenomena may eas ily

conL inue beyond their usual approximate age levels. It is

likely an individual will achieve maturity ín one area

while still sErugCling with other asPects of developmenE.

lulaier (t978) sEates t.hat a wide range of research on

these phasal progressions in children on all five

conEinenEs of the globe has revealed that while

chronological ages cited by Piaget vary from place to place

at times, t.he Piagetian sequential order of sLages and

phases never varies.

Eriksonr s PercepEion of DeveloPmenE

Erikson regards human development as a synthes is of

developuental and social tasks. The Freudian notion of the

psychosexual developmenr of libidinal phases has been

converted Eo one of psychosocial s Eages of ego developmenE

(Maier, 1978; Achenbach, L974) . The e8o ¡ raEher than the

id becomes t.he lif e f orce of human development. Eriksont s

rnajor preoccupations are wich the Processes of

soci aLízation; the relation of the ego Eo society (Erikson,

L963, L966, 1968). His psychosocial developmenEal phases

are the product of inËeractional experiences between each

child and his or her world.

The progression from developmental phase Eo phase is

not linear buE "e zíg zag course from phase to phase and

within each phase, a consÈant state of inbalance, a

sÈriving to incorporaEe irreconcilable differencestt
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(Maier, 1978, p. 86). Each developmental stage is defined

as a t ime of crisis in v¡hich the individual I s innate

maEuration encounters and conflicts with social mores.

Each stage consists of a task which should be mastered if

adequate development is to continue. DePending on how the

challenge of the task is met, each sEage is a choice point

that leads either to conEinued growth along healthy lines

or deviation in healthy development. The solution of Ehe

dilemma of each phase generat.es Ehe sÈruggle for the next.

There is no mention that anyone has to solve these

dilemmas. Hardly anyone does. Also, each ðuccessive phase

provides the possibility of new solutions for Previous

dilemmas. Old developmental issues are taken uP anew and

differently in each subsequent phase (Erikson, 1963 ).

Individuals develop and move inËo subsequent phases as soon

as they are biologicallyr PsYchologically, and sociaLLy

ready. Individual readiness is matched by societyr s

readiness to relate to hin or her in a different fashion.

Individuals not only develop, they are socialized. Maier

(1978), in discussing Eriksont t s theory' summarízes well

the interplay beÈween the individual, biological,

psychological, and social forces.

Children, adolescents, and adults grolü and

develop, first on the basis of innate laws of

development which like biological processes' are

irreversible. Secondly, they develop on the
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basis of socio-cultural influences which specify

the des irable rate of development and favor

selected aspects of biological development at

the expense of others. Thirdly, their

development is based on the idiosyncratic v¡ay

they manage the ir development , on the ir nat ive

endowment, and on the way society responds to

them (p. 88).

Erikson also focuses on the individual I s exPerience,

attempting to describe the childrs conscious exPerience at

each s tage, describing development in terms of how the child

is viewed by himself and oEhers. He also acknowledges the

fundamental psychoanalytic concept of innate maturational

stages r¿ith the sequential unfolding of unconscious

instinctual forces (Erikson, 1963).

For both Piaget and Erikson, developrnental phases are

products of interactional experiences between a child and

his or her social environment. They also suggesÈ that human

development arises out of the interplay between opPosing

forces. Erikson ascribes this polarity entirely to tasks

presented and the struggle between oPPosing internal pu11s

on how to resolve them. Piaget allocates the Polarity to

t.he contrasË between an individual t s internal understanding

and the reality of the outside world. New comprehension

pronpEs neÍr behavior. To Erikson, satisfaction obtained in

the interaction encourages nelr behavior.
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Normal Developmental Attributes of Children

Ages Four to Seven

This age period corresponds to Piagetrs inEuitive

thought stage; parE of the larger pre-operational phase of

behavior spanning roughly from t!¡o to seven years of age.

Simple representations or intuitions of the world begin to

occur at ages four to f ive. These are later followed by

articulated representations or intuitions which occur

between the ages of five and seven. Due to acquisition of

language, increased memory capacity¡ €specially evocative

memory, Ëhe heightened ability to differentiate perceptual

experiences, and knowledge of the rules of arithmetic and

1ogic, the child is capable of increased intellectual

performance (Sours, 1980). However, children of Ehis

period have difficulty entertaining trvo ideas

simultaneously; they can only Ehink of one idea at a time.

Although internal conceptua !ízation is possible at

this stage, the childts internal world is sËi11 a concrete

mirror of reality. Although concrete, t.he young childrs

thinking is far from objective or accuraÈe. Reality will

often be distorted to couply with his or her elementary

understanding of the rrorld. Reasoning is neither inducËive

nor deductive buË what Piaget ca1ls transductive (Piaget,

1955). rrEvenÈs may be viewed as related not because of any

inherent cause and effecE relationship but simply on the

basis of spatial and/or temporal continuity or
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juxtapos it ion" (Harter, I977 , p. 421). At this s tage, the

chí1d is unaware and unconcerned about possible

contradictions in his or her logic. This has important

implications for adults hearing a childr s story which may

not proceed in a logical f.ashion as vre know it and who

therefore become frus Erated or as sume that the child is

lying becausettit doesnrt make sense.t'

This age period also encompasses Eriksonr s (1963)

phase of iniriative versus guilt which paral1e1s Freudr s

phallic stage (ages four to five).* Children, of this age

have mastered locomotion and rheir use of language has

improved. Strides in this area allow them to access and

integraEe more information about and in their environment.

This permits them Eo expand their fields of activity and

imagination; a fact which may also be frightening. A sense

of initiative permeates most of their lives at a time when

their social environment is challenging them to master

specific tasks. The autonony they have achieved also

*For the sake of convenience and because its issues are

rnore relevant to that Ëime period, the next phase, industry

versus inferiority, paralleling Freudr s latency stage (ages

six Ëo eleven) will be discussed in SecËion 2.2.
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causes them to experience and have to overcome a sense of

guilÈ and a corresponding desire to curtail their

initiative whenever conflict arises between them and their

care-givers. The sLruggle over whether Ëo move beyond such

boundaries or remain as they are (wittr a corresponding

return to dependency) causes further conflicÈ because the

developing individuals are denying their o!¡n desires and

the opportunities offered by the environment. This

polarity of initiative versus either passivity or guilt for

having gone too far provides the major theme ,of this

period; usually encompassing the Pre-school and

kindergarËen years.

Erikson (1963) implies thet the individualrs potential

capaciry to work and achieve economic success within

society depends on his or her mastery of this developmental

phase. A sense of purpose can be real ízed during this

period.

Role of this Stage in Socialization of the Child

The child's thinking remains largely egocentric ¡¡ith a

continuous shift Ëor¿ards incorporating the thinking of

important adults as their oÍ{n. Social contacts in the

larger world help reduce egocentricity and increase social

parËicipation (Maier, 1978).

Children begin to notice and ask questions about sex

and oÈher role differences in their environment. This
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awareness affects both their self definition and the course

they must pursue according to the social demands of society

(Erikson, 1963).

Language

The child is nor¡/ increasingly able to understand

logical rules and syntactical structures of language.

Language is used for classifying, describing and comparing

objects found in the ¡sor1d ( Piaget, 1969 ). Nuances of

language are possible by age five and words can now be

differenËiated into meanings which are applicable to

specific objects and events (Sours, 1980).

Maier (t978) discusses the threefold purpose language

serves during this stage. FirsË, language is employed to

reflect upon an event and project it into the future.

Children of this age can often be heard conversing with

themselves. Secondly, language remains a vehicle of

egocentric communication. Children assutne everyone thinks

the same as they. VerbaI arguments become vehement because

words are readily accepted as the equivalent of thought,s

and actions. For this reason children uright cry for having

been cal1ed stupid because they feel being called stupid

ac tua 1 1y nakes them s tupid . Th irdly, s peech and

conversation are extensions of thinking a1oud. By Èhe time

children start school a large part of their thinking

involves verbaLízations of their menÈa1 activities.
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Individual thoughts are projected into the social plane and

encourage collective expressions. At Ehis point speech

involves a ttcollective monologuett analogous to paral1el

p1ay. Speech serves as a nutual excitation to action

rather than as a means of exchanging messages and ideas

(Maier, 1978).

Children increasingly use appropriate language without

comprehending what iÈ irnplies. For example, children ín the

early years of rhis phase may refer to left and right but

have no understanding of Èhe concepts of 1eft, and right.

They speak and act as íf. they know but their cognition is

primarily intuitive.

Relationship

In psychoanalytic psychology this developmental phase

is nored for its oedipal conflict. Erikson's (1963)

interpretation of the Oedipus complex talks about

purposeful affection where children reach out to parents

who have mos È proven themselves and are available as love

objects rather than in any form of incestuous overtures as

others may have intimated.

Intuitive Lhought introduces a beginning a\{areness of

relationships, l¡hich in Ëurn introduces a beginning notion

of hierarchies (Maier, 1978). To children in this phase,

the fanily consists of all living things in their immediate

physical proxinity, often including family pets. It is
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difficult for children to understand that they belong Eo a

part icular fami 1y, a part icular town and a part icular

country all at the same time. A childrs sense of not being

able to belong to more than one person at the same time

then becomes understandable, such as in t.he case of

children protesËing LhaË Ehey cannot belong to a

grandmother because they belong Eo their mother.

Harrer (tgll, 1983) cires findings Ehar show how a

child's egocentricity during this stage leads Ëo their

having difficulty separating their emotional states from

those of their parents. This was especially relevant for

children ages four to six. The larger majority of the

youngest children in Harter t s research indicated thaL they

rvould experience the same feel ing as the parent.

Generally, the trend decreased as the children got older.

except for responses to parental happines s and fear.

Children of all ages indicated they they r¿ou1d experience

similar feelings if the perenË were feeling this. In this

sane study Harter reveals another developmental sequence

r,¡ith regard to childrens I understanding of the cause of

parental emotions. Children were first asked what would

cause them Eo feel happy, sad, mad and scared. They were

Ëhen asked what caused both their mother and father to

experience each of these same four emot.ions. A content

analysis showed a three stage sequence:
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1. The sa'e evenE which evokes a gíven enotion in the

child was seen by the child as evoking the same emotion in

the parent. children egocenEricalry projected the causes

of their or¡rn emotions onto the parents.

2. The child is the cause of parenÈa1 emotion. The

child praces hinself or herself at Ehe causal centre of

the parents' emotional 1ife. Feelings of responsibility

for parental anger are exEremely prevalent at every age r

from four to eleven. Eighty percent of the sample saw

themselves as the cause of this emotion. rrI{hi1e our most

maEure subjecËs generally gave the highest revel responses

indicating their awareness of emotion provoking events as

not caused by them, this r^ras not the case for parental

angert'(Harter, 1983, p. 107).

3. Events in the parent t s life nhich do not involve

Ëhe child provoke parental emotions. There is some

appreciation for the fact thaË parents have an emotional

life ouËside the child and that evenÈs in the adult's worrd

would also provoke feelings.

These findings have obvious inplications

therapeutically. A child may over-geneta\tze and

incorrectly see hinself or herself as responsible for

feelings ¡,rhich ectually were caused by oÈher factors in his

parentsr life (i.e. ) a child feeling his or her nisbehavior

was the cause of a marital separation.
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Development of Conscience

Moral laws at this stage are viewed as absolute values

in real things. Moral values and rules exist as an

indivis ible part of an object (piaget, 1955 ). For example,

the command, ttDo not touch the stove." becomes a property

of the stove. A1so, moÈher and obedience to mother are

perceived as one and the same. Obedience to adults remains

the prevailing moral code for children ages four to seven.

Obedience sLill meens ttbeing goodtt and disobedience, ttbeing

badtr

The child judges a lie by the degree of disobedience

involved. Motives and extenuating circumstances are not

considered. t'The obligation noÈ to 1ie, imposed upon him

by adult constraint, appears from Ëhe first in its most

exEernal form: 1ie is ¡vhat does not agree with the truth

independently of the subject I s intenËions" (piaBet, 1955,

p. 143). Disobedience in this phase is perceived by Lhe

child as an interTrption of adult authority rather than a

breach of moral obligation. Adult admonitions to the child

based on the childrs violations of a moral code rvill not be

comprehended. For example, so called "dirty 9¡ords" are

linguistic taboos because they break taboos imposed by

adults. A sense of propriety cannoE occur until children

see themselves as part of a larger social grouping and

understand the need for mutual co-operation to replace

restricÈive unilateral respect for adults.
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Maier ( I 978) feels that Piaget never traces the

development of guilt and its underlying dynamics. Piaget

cannot find any place for a feeling of guilt or a desire

for punishment on any level until a child has developed a

conscious ar,¡arerì.ess of authority. "Although he (piaget)

questions the psychoanalyÈic assumption of guilt prior to

mernory, he seems to accept the hypothesis that guilt is a

product and expression of the conscience in later ages"

(Maier, 1978, p. 53). Erikson defines guilt as the product

of conscious experience from infancy on. Guilt can occur

even prior to the conscious awareness of taboos because

conscience is developed through social interact ion.

Erikson (1963) describes the childrs conscience

(superego) as being built on the model of the caring adults

in the environment; of their superegos and also the

culturets values. Gradually, the childrensr conscience;

the external voices of caring s ignificant adults in their

environment are internaLízed and increasingly assume the

supporting and controlling functions previously served by

these adults.

Children perceive punishment as a necessary sequence

following any transgression of adult imposed ru1es. There

is a necessity for punishment and atonenent in due

proportion to the gravity of the rnisdeed, regardless of

what the circumstances may have been. rrThe sense of guilt
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is proportional noE to the incidental negligence...but to

physical acts themselves'r (Piaget, 1955, p. I77).

Children in this phase expect all adult actions to be

fair. This unilateral respect s1ow1y evolves to an

ar{areness of many adult authorities whose rules vary and

the fact that there may be inconsistencies even in one

adult I s rules.

Play

On the surface play becomes noticeably social while

the childr s underlying thinking processes sËi11 maintain

their egocent.ric quality. Games such as tag, hide and

seekr guêssing games and make believe play become part of

Ëhe childrs repertoíre (Piaget, L967) . Chitdren have

achieved a new 1eve1 of thinking and can noq/ project

themselves into other roles and begin to think in terms of

other people (PiaBet, 1967, 1969).

Previously, iuritation was an end in itself and was

employed by children without fu11 a!¡areness of their model I s

intrinsic values. I^Iith a budding arùereness of some of Ëhe

relationship patterns of their social world, children in

this phase tend to iroitate other people such as movie

stars, and cowboys to capture their values or status. The

play fantasy often aims at denying the child I s anxieEy about

being smal1 and unable to perform adult tasks. Play is

dramatic, often grandiose and fi11ed with feel ings of

invulnerability.
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In play children enact the rules and values of their

elders and they may behave as if Ehey had adopted their

elderrs social conventions as their ovrn. A sense of mutual

co-operation and social respons ibility may be reflected

in group play and speech but it has not yet been integrated

inÈo their patterns of Ëhinking. For this reason Maier

(1978) te1ls us that to hold a group of children

responsible for Ëhe behavior of a few makes little sense to

a child of this age.

Erikson refers to this phase as the "p1ay agett. Play

takes tno essential forms in thís phase:

1. Solitary; which gives children time to indulge in

activities alone and for undisturbed daydreaming during

which they can pley out or dream out phasal conflicts and

resolutions.

2. I,Iith other chi 1dren, in order to play out

individual and mutuel life crises (Maier, 1978).

At times play objects are used to portray Èhe forces

of conflict experienced by the child in his or her life.

At other times play relationships with people roay serve

this purpose.

Erikson (f968) talks about sex role differences

between boys and girls in types of play ectivities.

Although I felt uncomfortable with the stereotypical sex

role behavior Erikson postulaÈes, Maier ( t 978) cites five

studies which have replicated Eriksonr s findings including
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an unpublished doctoral dissertation by Iüambach who sLarted

out in 1970 to question EriksorÌts f indings of thirty years

before and found, Ehrough careful research, Lhat

essenEially Ehe same sexual differenriaEions occurred in

play configuraLions as Ehe ones Erikson had found among

children born bef ore Ehe second tr^Iorld I,Iar. In his book,

Identiry: Youth and Cris is, 1968, Erikson describes boys I

activities as intrusive, inEensely motoric¡and full of

searching curiosity. Girls I play activity had an incepLive

quality--with an urge to include ot.hers and to be included

in othert s lives. Broad cultural values are wi1led to

girls and boys at Ehese periods of Ëheir development. Sex

roles are also assigned and are to be practised. "He

maintains Lhe basically biological position Ehat

differenrial inclinat.ions are an adaptation to the bodyr s

language and a cultural acknowledgment of naturers sexual

dif f erenEiaEionrr (Maier, L978, p. 104).

Dr eams

According to Sours ( i980 ) these childrens I dream

images usually involve monsLers and threaEening animals.
I'Death is everywhere in Ë.hese dreams, as the happy wish

fulfilling dreams of earlier years are replaced by images

of anxiety and gui1t" (Sours, 1980, p. I29). Dreams of

nakedness and embarrassment are their concern along with

failing examinations, falling, flying, swimming or going to

the dentist.



Dreams are explained in much the sane

the objective lrorld. Dreams are assumed to

the dreamer and persons and creatures that

the dream are believed to be real (Piaget,

Animism

LN

IN

Children still believe that anything active is a1ive.

As they do not have a good understanding of causality and

natural laws, children will develop their or¡rn unique

reasoning for phenomena. Therefore, clouds are alive and

cross the sky on their or¡rn. Chairs may ttr:rO-out I at them

(Piaget, 1967, l97l). "The physical and psychological

worlds are sti1l intertvrined from the child I s vantage

point; thoughts, t.hings and persons are experienced as if

on one planer' (Maier, 1978, p. 49) . Perhaps this explains

why childrenrs respect for a toy is equal to their respect

f or people.

Sexual Knowledge

Chí1dren of this age are avtate of genital differences.

They are more inclined towards masturbation and genital

explorations. There is a general pre-occupation r,¡ith

naking up theories of reproduction (Sours, 1980). Concerns

about sexual intercourse or other forms of adult sexual

behavior appear to be rare in children who have not been

involved in or exposed to such behavior (Waterman, 1986).

45

r,¡ay as events

exist outside

caused events

1967, 1971).
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Normal Developmental Attributes of Children

Ages Seven Èo Nine.

This age period corresponds Lo PiageE I s concrete

operaLional phase which spans roughly from seven to eleven

years of age.

PercepEion loses its primary posiËion as a means of

making sense of reality and gradually thoughE becomes

dominated by reason raEher than appearance. Concrete

operation, Lhe first leve1 of conceptual (logica1) Lhought,

involves Ehe mental capaciry Ëo order and relaLe experience

within an organízed whole (piaget, 1969). In this phase,

children can s t.ate and eventually sum up whaE they inEend

to te11, whereas previously, Ehe enEire story withouc any

summary EiEle would be told.

Children can now employ Èhought structures raEher than

relying prirnarily upon percepEual or sensorimotor cues as

they had previously. Phenomena were previously explained

on the basis of inEuition and given highly personalized

explanations. Thus, the child in the concrete operations

phase will be able to recogníze that a shadow is produced

because a sEick sEands between the light and the place

where Ehere is no 1ight. A child in the intuitive thought

phase r¿ould explain Èhat Ehe shadors is hiding from Ehe

light because it is afraid.

The focus changes fron concreLe experience with things
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to conceptíons of things. Children become pre-occupied

with how they can classify objects or actions in order to

see them as part of a larger system. Perhaps this explains

these childrensr pre-occupation with collecting objects

such as baseball cards, sËamps, or rocks and labelling

them. This behavior may demonstrate the forrning of mental

structures which can comprehend hierarchical classes based

on 1ogíca1 consistency ( nernporad, 1980 ). Yet, during the

first parE of this phase, the child can only use logical

classification r¿ith concrete, tangible obj:cts. Intangible

concepts such as laws or mathematical formulas cannot yet

be classified. There is a gradual shift from inductive to

deductive thinking. Deductive reasoning occurs around

eight or older (t"taier, 1978 ).

Children in this phase continue to have an aÍ{areness

of many correcE things without being aware of the judgment

involved. Again knowing precedes the capacity to verbaLíze

and apply this knowledge (piaget, 1969).

This age period is also part of Eriksont s phase of

industry versus inferiority which paral1e1s Freudts 1aÈency

stage (ages six Eo eleven). The najor theme of this phase

reflects the determination of Ëhese children to master the

tasks before Èhem. The polarity inherent in this phase

exists between the child I s sense of industry versus a sense
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of inferiority. There is energy for invention and

production and also the opposing pu11 to stay the sane--to

do less. Children of this age are Erying to prove Ëheir

competence so as not be be perceived as inferior. Erikson

( rg0¡ , L966, 1968 ) elaborates how acquiring a sense of

indusÈry and fending off a sense of inferiority helps

children to develop a sense of compeEence. IIowever, they

musE also accepE their limitations. The drive to succeed

includes an alrareness of Ehe threat of failure and having

E.o incorporate the failure should it occur. There is an

urge to work harder Eo succeed because any mèdiocrity will

come too close to a sense of inferiority. This feeling

musL be both combaEed and accepEed as a way of life in

order to move on Eo adulthood r¿ith self assurance. Erikson

emphas izes that many of an individual I s laLer work ethics

and work habiEs can be traced Lo Èhe degree of success with

which a sense of indusLry was fostered during this phase.

Psychological development slows to consolidate what

has already been acquired. Children are now laboring at

filling in Ehe vast gaps in their abilities within Ëhe

linitations of Eheir capeciLies. Phys ical and perceptive

ski1l development, as well as becoming more knowledgeable

about Ehe world are priorities.

Role of This Stage in Socialization of the Child

Children mainEain dependency on parents in some areas

while in others they tend Èo relate to them and other
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adults on a more equal basis. Siblings are no longer

perceived as significanÈ competitors unless they happen to

be members of Ëhe peer group. "Nobody to play r¿ith" is a

farniliar refrain of children in this developmental age

group even though they rnight have a number of brothers and

sisters.

Children of this age are interested in other adults

besides their parents who also become sources of

identification. They will identi'f.y r¿ith those aspects of

people which are most meaningful to them without

necessarily considering Ehe total personality or situation

of the person. People that appeal the mos t to them for

these purposes are those who have a great deal of competence

and s trength.

The role of peers is s ignificant during this period.

They help the girl or bo.y learn his or her role in societY,

ease his or her r^ray into associative-cooPerative play and

Ëeach hin or her to subordinate their needs and r,¡ishes to

the group. The child is given a new idea of their value

relative to their peers and helped to learn their role

in society ( Sours, 1980 ) .

Neighbourhood and school become important social

determiners. The focus has shifted from dependence upon

the parent as the child I s major source of influence to

dependence on social institutions such as schools, churches
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and youth organitzations. School has become the main formal

vehicle for the transmission of knowledge; either academic

or cultural norms and values. Consequently, learning about

the larger social systerns, their relationships, and social

conventions outside the farnily also increases dramatically

during this period.

Language

In the concrete operation level of cogniEionr language

continues to be a tool of communication as well as

possessing a ne\{ function--a tool for thinking. However

the child adopts words without fu11 understanding of all

they convey, employing symbolic speech vrithout a fu11

awareness of its meaning. This is important to consider

when a child is relating an occurrence in the course of

therapy. Are they really ar¡¡are of the inplications of what

they are saying?

DevelopmenÈ of Conscience

Piaget I s ( 1955 ) s Èudies of the childrs development of

consc ience during Ëhis period note a shift from a t'mora1 ity

of restraintrr to a rrmorality of co-operationt'. Under the

"morality of restraintr', the child does only what he or she

is ordered to do by parents. Discussion with the child

about the lrrongness of his or her behavior is not effective

until six to seven years of age. After six or seven a

ttmorality of co-operationrr can be set up in r¿hich the
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misbehaving child is informed on the basis of guilt and

capacity to judge right from wrong behavior, that there is

a problem to be solved and since he or she is noqT entering

into a more gro\{n-up phase, he or she must be able to make

decisions and solve problems with parents rather than in

response to parents I demands.

As the child approaches eight years of ager his or her

conscience is guided by a tendency Èo move arúay from

parental influences and begin to seek outs ide influences.

At about eight and a half to nine years of aBer children

enter into the phase of ethical individuation. Sources

other t,han parenÈs, such as peers and teachers become part

of the molding of conscience. An ar¡arenes s develops of

collective obedience. The peer group begins to function as

an alternate conscience (piaget, 1969). This may throw

children into conflict r¡ith their parents. The child

becomes more critical of parenÈs and reËracEs the

omnipotence which ¡,¡as delegated to them in earlier years.

There is a shift from respect for adulL authority to

respect for esÈablished standards.

Moral values are now internalized and moral standards

exist outside of Ëempotary or specific situations. Lies

become defined objectively--the more a lie attempts to

deceive, the rùorse it is. Justice must. be served and

requires fair punishmenË. Fair judgnent means equality in

punishmenÈ, exact compensation for damage done, and doing

to another exacÈ1y what was done to oneself (Maier, 1978).
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Play

Games with rules--Piaget's (tgøl ) thir¿ category of

play, come into prominence during these years. Generally,

at the beginning of this phase, rules are viewed as

immutable and absolute. Later, situational rules replace

universal one. By age nine, the child has some notion of

reciprocity with other people. There is more of a feeling

o f be ing able to change the rules . Increas ingly

complicated rules replace simpler ones. The playing with

rules becomes the predominant play of the period ( Piaget,

t967 ) .

Hobbies which are half Lray between play and work are

no!{ selected. Some might help develop a sense of

productive competence and lead to ego mastery (Sours,

1980). During these years there is a special culture with

its own rules, rhymes, riddles; games which are forbidden

to adult entry. "Rites include peculiar superstitions,

excessive counting, tongue twisËers, repetitive jokes which

make fun of adults and odd collections of objects which may

have magical qualities" (Sours, 1980, p. I43 ). Clubs,

packs and gangs of this age group all pride themselves on

their group solidarity and children who do not fit into the

social identity of the group are excluded. Generally, play

is more realistic and based on real life siÈuations.
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The two sexes Ëend to have separate play habits,

although, upon occasion, they will enter each otherrs

worlds and participate in play which is generally

culturally assigned as being appropriate for the other sex.

Nevertheless r pslchosocial sex roles ultimately determine

the rnajor form and content of an individual I s play

(Erikson, 1968).

Fantasy

In the early part of this phase the child fantasizes

about rramorphous, highly syrnbolized characters who are

coming af ter hin. From eight to t¡¡elve years the child I s

fantasies, especially persecutory fantasies, contain

thoughts about real people" (Sarnoff, 1980, p. 159).

Fantasies can be used to cope with sÈress. Sarnoff

states that children of this age experience any s ituaÈion

which is huniliating or overwhelming as poEentially harmful

and someÈhing to be mastered. A child can develop a

fantasy to mester Ëhe circumstances of the situation that

caused hira or her sËress. This Ëakes emotional pressure

off Ëhe child without affecting the environment or

involving other people.

Children of this stage defensively show dissatisfaction

with adults and this can appear in the fantasies of the

period. This may occur for a number of reasons. These

children are functioning more independently in the larger
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v/or 1d but are s t i 11 dependent in many $/ays on the ir

parents. They are no\,¡ more avrare of other adults and value

systems in the wor1d. Children become more critical of

their parents and do not see them as omnipoten! as they

once vrere. However, there must be some feelings of guilt

for thinking these thoughts, especially when the parenE is

sti11 needed in many vrays. "Often adoption fantasies

appear, especially if there were deprivations early in

childhood, and they aÍe precursors to the 'rfamily romance",

as are fantasies of having a twin, imaginary companionsrand

animal fantasies, all containing objects Ëhat love the

child more than the parentsr' (Sours, 1980, p. 139). These

soon change into the rrfamily romancet'fantasies which grant

the child different familial origin and make him or her

into a ttsEarrr of sone sorË.

Children now reaLize Èhat. other fantasies in the form

of dreams are perceived only by the dreamer. They exist

in our heads and only become visible when rve sleep (Piaget,

1967).

An imi so

Netural phenomena are sti1l conceived of as being made

by man for man. More conplicated events stil1 do not

receive a logical explanation. Events beyond their

undersÈanding are centered in a type of sociaLízed

ego-centrism. For example, children night Èhink it rains

because sre need green grass (Piaget, L967, 197L).
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Sexuality

It was originally thought that sexual qniesence was

present during this period. Present day child

developmentalists feel that sexuality is simply less

observable and rnore. 1ike1y suppressed because of Ëhe

childr s increased social awareness of sexuality and

circumspection about sexual behavior, especially in the

coüpany of adults. I'Clinical daÈa, a well as Kinseyt s

research data, show that sexual experimentation and

curiosity continue through these yearstt (Sarnoffr 1980, p.

139). MasturbaËíon and sexually colored play are conmon.

Fears

I"Ihen a seven or eight year o1d begins to feel a sense

of independence from his or her parents, fear fantasies of

being sma11, vulnerablerand all alone in the big world

emerge. Children of rhis age will have a fear of monsËers

Sarnoff sÈates thaL the monsters are symbols; masked

representations of the fears.

The childrs anxieties now focus more on every day

performance although he or she sti1l tries to create a

balance beËween Èhe old nagical qrorld and the new world of

reality.

Death is now seen es someËhing permanent around l¡hich

the child will build an ideology of after-1ife, depending

on his or her fanily and culture.
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Conclusion

A summary of how normal development irnpacËs on many

pertinenE areas of childrensr lives beLween t.he ages of

four and nine has been presenEed. Theory primarily within

PiageLr s cognitive developmental framework and Eriksonts

psychosocial approach which addresses affective development

has been discussed.

RaÈher than a rigid adherence to associaEion of

cerEain developmenEal s teps rvith age norms we Eus E learn to

appreciate what particular development.al sequences a child

will pass through, as development is largely uneven.

Children may be aÈ one level of understanding in regards to

behavioral aÈtribuEes and yet another in regard to Eheir

ability to understand their emotions and moEivations.

ForemosEr let us not lose sight of the toÈ41 chi1d. In the

nexË chapter several modalities of play Eherapy which build

on a developmental undersLanding of children will be

presented.
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CHAPTER 3

MODALITIES OF PLAY THERAPY

Play is creative and creativity is an expression of
the self ; its source both conscious and unconscious
facEors. The ímages we draw, the things we invenÈ, Ëhe

objects r{e consËruct arl nirror our inner experiences. The

individual t s Ëransration of Ëhe image, construction, or
invention, reflects his or her way of seeing, feeling, and

th inking .

Play involves self teaching and self healing.
childrenr s play activity deals with life experiences which
they are attempting Ëo repeaÈ, masLer, or negate in order
to organize Eheir inner r¿orld in relaEion to their outer
world. "Play activity becomes Èhe means of reasoning and

permits children to free themselves from the ego boundaries
of t ime, space and reality while maíntaining a reality
orienËation, because they and oÈhers know it is rjusË

play"' (Maier, 197g, p. S4).

Play therapies Ëap emoEional as well as cognitive
processes and deal more direcrly with primary processes
than verbal therapies. younger chirdren especialLy have

difficulty labeling and expressing rheir feelings in
verbal form. Therefore Ëraditional t'Èalking Eherapies,,
would not be effective with this age group. Harter ( t9e3,
p. 1 1 6 ) ment ions thaÊ "an iruportenE goar in cerÈain forms
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of therapy is to make clienEs reflectively or analytically

arrare of their emotions, moEives and Ehoughts to encourage

them to invoke the observing ego." Evidence indicaEes that

developmentally a child is not capable of doing so until

laEer childhood or early adolescence when Ehe ability for

the self Eo become an ob ject of iCs o\,rn ref 1ecÈion emerges.

HarE.er does a cognitive developmenEal analysis (based on

Piaget I s concrete operational period which coincides with

the latency period) to explain why free association is an

inappropriate Ëherapeutic technique with children of thaE

age.

She makes Ëhe following points:

1) The onset of the concrete operations sEage brings

with it a proclivity for Ehe logical organizaEion and

classification of objects, events, and occurrences in Lhe

childr s world. This tendency runs counter Èo Ehe process

of free associaEion.

2) These emergenË logical abilities are direcLed

Èoward an analysis of concreEe events. Even if a child in

Èhis stege \{ere Eo free associate, their associations

would be a logical ordering of observable phenomena in Ehe

real world.

3) Harter does not think Ehe abiliLy to think about

onet s thinking, to reflecÈ on oner s thoughts, is present aE

this cognitive developmental 1eve1. She quotes Selman who
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posËulaLes that not unËi1 level three in his model (ages l0
to 13) does the child have the cognitive capacity ro engage
in the type of self-awareness associated with insight therapy.

rn play children will convey things they nighE noË be

able to express in words, even if they qrere furry conscious
of some of the feelings distressing them. The opporËunity
to project one I s thoughts, feelings and conflicts upon
fantasy characters provides a tension rereâsêo Traumatic
experiences may have been repressed or too painful to
discuss and the ress threatening process of play can offer
a vehicle for expression of feelings and serve as a

springboard for discussion. The painfur tension of the
original Erauma is relived but under more favourable
conditions. Thus play can serve a cathartic purpose.
FirsË, the play is in Ëhe childrs control. He or she can
take on or assign whichever roles they wish in the
situation, often acting out or inagining they are the
por'7erfu1 character and assigning the weaker, more passive,
or suffering role to another person or object and thereby
enecting in an active way what has been experienced
passively (Uishne, l9g3).

The ratíona1e for using dífferent modalities of play
in treatment lies in the innate qualities of play as

rehearsal--repetition of the event symboricarry helps the
person to eventually gain mastery over e perticular Ërauma
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or situation. Mishne (tggg) cites Greenacre and others r¿ho

noEe thaL repecition of exPerience is necessary in

esËablishing a sense of reality. 0verwhelming experiences

need to be integraEed. "The child assimilates in piecemeal

fashion Ehat which r{as too large Ëo inEegrate all at once"

(Mishne, 1983, p. 273) . She also quotes Walder who notes

Ehat "play rnay be a process like repetiEion comPulsion by

which excessive experiences are divided into smal1

quanEities, re-attempEed and assimilatedtt (Mishne, 1983, p.

273).

All play therapy techniques do not fiE all people or

their particular problem. As Carl Jung ( 1963) said

tt...Eherapists must tailor what they do to fit Ëhe problem

at hand and not try to force all problems Lo fic a single

therapeutic moldrr. And so it is with Play therapy.

NaiEove ( 1982) says Ehe raEionale for selecting specific

pLay therapies lies in part in matching the specific

attribuEes of the play activity with the learning modes

through which individuals process informaEion. She

describes how some people are kinesthet.ic attenders--they

process informaÈion through action and might feel more

comfortable with dance, movement, and drama as EreaLment

modalit ies. OÈhers, being audiÈory aLtenders ' nay be

reached most effectively through musical or poeEic

activities. Visual atcenders respond to impression, color'

and movemen!; therefore the graphic and plastic erLs roay
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prove most absorbing to them. In working with a visually

irnpaired or blind child one musË use common sense and be

sensitive to the fact that their visual sense is

compromised and therefore modaliEies where vision is the

primary sense required for parËicipation and source of

feedback may be cont.raindicated (dependent on the degree

of vision they have) in favor of more tactile activities

such as plasticine or clay pIay. By undersËandíng the

learning modes of a child, (gained by observatíon and

assessment ), the play therapist can select'appropriate

perceptual Èechniques to enhance the child I s skill

developmenË and self-image. Schaefer and Millnan (1977)

discuss the concept of the ttpt"scriptive approachil as it

applies to therapy with children. This approach emphasizes

the t,herapistr s responsibility Èo determine the most

eppropriate therapeutic technique for each child. 'rRather

Èhan attempting to force a child into onettall purpose"

therapeutic rnold...therapists are now trying to

individua1-íze, to fit the remedies or Eechniques to the

índividuaL child. Ideally, the prescriptive approach v¡i11

result in maximum therapeutic effectiveness in the briefest

Èime period" (Schaefer, Ig77 ¡ pp. I-2) . In the

introduction to their 1983 book, Handbook of Play Therapy,

Schaefer and Or Connor apply the concepÈ of the prescriptive

approach to play therapy also. In other !üords, an
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individuaLízed strategy for each child is chosen from the

theories and techniques of Play theraPy. This is in

keeping with the use of the ecological systems orientation

also, as they further state that rt...using the Prescriptive

approach...itplies. the Possibility of expanding the

therapeutic intervention beyond the individual session íf.

necessary" (Sctraefer, 1983, P. 1). They are concerned

about research findings which show thet gains made in the

t.herapeutic setËing often are noË genetaLízed to the other

settings and systems in which the child is, involved and

describe how therapists have sought Ëo expand their sphere

of influence t'from the traditional psychodynamic focus on

the childts unconscious, Ëo include the childts cognitions,

observable behavior, fanily system and Peer or social

systemrr (Sctraefer, 1983, P.2).

Following Schaeferts "Prescriptive aPproachtt in this

pracEicum, afÈer thorough observation and assessment of the

child and his or her ecological sysÈern' sPecific play

therapy modalities felt Eo be most aPPropriate to the child

\{ere incorporated in an individuaLized intervention. Use

of parÈicular play Eherapy nodalities varied during Èhe

course of the intervention dependent on demonstrated

appropriateness of "fit" to the child and additional

information learned about hin or her. It l¡as, however,

enticipated that several modalities in ParÈicular would be
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helpful with many of the children. These include elements

of Jernbergr s ( 1983) Theraplay, Gardner's ( 1970) MuLual

SEorytelling Technique, and use of childrenr sr liLerature,

puppetry, and art Eherapy. Each will be briefly described.

Theraplay

Many of Ehe techniques and EheoreEical positions on

which Jernberg's Theraplay method is based were originally

developed by AusËin DesLauriers in his clinical work. It

r¡¡as DesLaurierst Èheory Ehat a deficiency in emotionally

positive infantile sensory experiences could lead to later

emotional problems. This may have resulted' because Ehe

parent was emoEionally unavailable for any number of

reasons, or the child may have had an aversion to

sEimulation as an infant and spurned the parents I efforEs

to do so. To the undersEimulated child the theraplay

Eechnique provides Ehe corrective experience of receiving

Ehe s timulacion he or she should have received when very

sma11. Working wirh schizophrenic and autisÈic children,

DesLauriers used an intrusive approach, physical conEact,

and focused on the here and now in his Eherapy. Theraplay

incorporaËes these principles but differs in its

"inËensity, vigor and perseverance, and in ius regressive

dimension: nurturing. It differs also in that, while

retaining spontaneity and fun, Theraplay sessions are

carefully pre-planned and structured'r (.lernberg, 1983, p. 3).
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Jernberg (t98:, p.51) describes Theraplayrs focus as

ttnon-cogniEive, non-interpretive and preverbal.tt The

Eechniques of Structuring, Challenging, Intruding and

Nurturing ( SCIN) are used and selectively tailored to each

child's individual needs Lo replicaEe a healthy

parent/ ínfant relaLionship which Jernberg feels mus E be

bas ed on the adul t I s Laking charge.

Us ing the normal mother-infant uniE as the mode1,

maË,erna1 behavior Ëhat promoted âttachment and autonomy

enhancing qualities was ana1-yzed to deriv" The four

acËiviEy areas of structuring, challenging, inErudingrand

nurturing. StrucLuring activities in Theraplay clearly

delineate time and space and teach masEery by

internalizaEion of rules. Examples of t\.¡o s ErucEuring

activities rvould be Ehe Eherapistrs counEing and commenting

on aspecËs of Ehe childts body such as ears, EeeLh, or

freckles or having the child make a life size portraíE of

Ehemselves on newsprinË. Challenging acLiviuies Provide

the frustraÈion EhaË helps the child Eo see hin or herself

as a separate entiry and also learn thar combaE,

competition, and conf-ronEation can release pent up anger and

tension in a sefe way. As examples, during therapy a child

nighË be asked to walk with books carefully balanced on his

head or perhaps be engaged in 1eg wres E1 ing. InLruding

activities bring sËimulation and exciËemenÈ into a child's
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rrorld and enhance his or her experience as an individual

separaEe from Ehe therapist. The child night be engaged in

a game of peek-a-boo or while maintaining ey e conLacË,

touch noses or share a preEzel with Lhe therapist and child

both having their hands behind their back. Nurturing

activicies such as rocking, holding, cuddlingrand hugging

communicate to Ëhe child that Ehey are lovable and can be

loved without having to work for it. AL1 activities during

a Theraplay session fa11 into one of these four ateas and

are used in combinaEion based on Èhe needs of the

individual chi1d. These are assessed according Eo Ewo

criteria: 1) the childts life ouÈside the play room based

on inf ormat.ion f rom parerits, teachers, social workersrand

significant oËhers involved with the child; 2) the childrs

behaviour during the therapy session. A treaEmenË plan is

dra¡vn up and activities decided upon based on the

assessmenE.

Mutual SÈory Telling Technique

In choosing Ëechniques which are effecLive in work

with children it is inportant Eo realize ËhaË few children

are interested in gaining conscious a\{areness of their

unconscious processes: the goal of so-ca11ed "ta1king"

Èherapies. IIowever, various play Eherapy techniques such

as use of drawing, do11s, puppets, and story-tel1ing are

enjoyed by children and give Èhe therapisE invaluable
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insights into Ehe childt s inner conflicts. Gardnerr s

Mutual Story Telling Technique is a therapeutic Lool that

can be of use in various phases of child theraPy and is a

creaEive ectivity that bouh Eherapist and child can

participate in at the childts own 1eve1. The Eherapist

begins by asking the child if he or she would like Eo be

Ehe guest of honour on a make believe radio or T.V. Program

(aependent on whether audio or audio-visual equipment is

used) on which sEories are told. The EherapisÈ provides

the inLroduction and relaxes Ehe child by asking a series

of brief questions that he or she knows the ans\'lers to.

The chiid te11s a story and the therapist surmises the

psychodynamic meaning. SelecEing one or EqTo irnportant

themes and creaÈing a story using the same characEers in a

similar settirg, the LherapisE reLells Ëhe childr s story

introducing healthier adaPt.ations and more mature

resolutions of Ëhe conflicEs revealed in Lhe childr s story.

Childrenr s LiteraEure

Reading to a child or having the child read childrenrs

literature on subjects relevant to their s ituat.ion during

Èhe course of Eherapy can serve as an invaluable aid Eo

communication and growth enhancing exPerience. AttenËion

is focused on a parEicular Eopic in an indirecÈ way. There

is a disËancing quality between Ehe fiction and child

because Lhe sEory is sonething that is haPpening to the
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sÈorybook characters. This allows the child to deal with
the more paínfu1 events of a story, both as a spectator and
as an emotional participant without experiencing undue

anxiety.

some children may gain comfort from seeing that other
children' even storybook children or animals, often feel the
vay they do about situations, that their actions and

feelings are not wrong and wirl be masËered gradualry.
Along with validation of one r s experience, a child nay feel
reassured thaÈ Ëhings will r¿ork ouÈ as they did for Ehe

charac ter .

Stories can serve as caËalysts for expression of
feelings. ttThey can evoke meaningful responses, give
validiÈy to imporÈant feelings, reveal serious
misconceptions, nourish hope, and build confidence,,
(Fassler, 1978, p. 152). However, Fassler cauËions that it
is inportant to be familiar with the chirdren for whom the
books are intended and also to peruse the literature
beforehand- Although certain stories may deal with topics
currently important in a specific chird r s 1ife, Ëhey may

not presenÈ the topic in a fashion that wilr herp the child
cope with their situation more effectively.
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Puppetry

Puppets can be used sole1y or in conjunction v¡ith

other play materials during the therapy sessions. They are

suitable for the expression of fantasy and can be used in a

number of srays. Children can give shows with puppets '

playing out their fantasies and allowing the therapist to

be the audience. The therapist can then take a turn and

bring out more clearly the problems contained in the

childts earlier fantasy. Children who ere too shy or

inhibited to give a show of their oldn can carry on a

conversation betr.Teen the therapist 1qanipulating the pupPet

and the child in t,he audience and vice versa. Hawkey

(Ig76) describes three case s tudies r¡here he treated boys

almost exclusively wíth puPPets. Although he has treated

girls using pupPets as a treatmenÈ rnodality they also

availed themselves of do11s. Hawkey notes thaÈ

unfortunately, due to soci aLization, boys ¡nay feel playing

with dolls is childish or "gitlish", but find PuPpet play

acceptable.

Ar t Therapy

As mentioned earlier, ventilation of feelings in a

therapeutic roilieu reduces anxiety and the need to act out

negative feelings. Art theraPy allows exPression and

objectifying of conflicts and emotions and leads to

enhanced conErol of such behavior. Exploration and the

successful resolution of conflicts in this area can lead to

the willingness to take risk" il otheE ârêâs.
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Naitove (tgAZ) describes art therapy as being able to

meeE the following objectives and goals in the overall

therapeuE ic plan wirh the child:

1) To elicit verbal and nonverbal staEemenEs and

expressions of overt and inEernal ized areas of conflict Eo

facilitate cheir def iniEion, delineationoand recognicion by

Ehe childrs Eherapist.

2) By being introduced to creaËive expressions, media,

and modalities and having a graLifying arts experience Ehe

child will have ego s Erengthening successes Ehat will

enhance his or her se1f, esteem.

3) Often traumatízed children may show behaviors

which inply a development,al lag or arrest. As Ehe arEs

also provide clues to auditory, visual, and kinesrhetic

modes of learning and deficit, Lhey can be used as

diagnostic tools for developmenEal delay and as remedial

experiences to "accelerate naÈuraEion of deLayed cognitive

and funcËional behavior paEterns to an age appropriaEe

1eve1" (l{aitove, 1982, p. 280).

Every aspecÈ of the art produced is revealing--the

choice of media, use of 1ine, color, form, space, size,

relaLionship to objects, and tit1e. There is often

consistency in the childf s use of color as well as sÈy1e.

Gray (1928, p. 493) quotes Fischer who says EhaÈ rrchanges

of color as well as changes of Ëhemes can clearly indicate
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regressive or progressive development.s in the course of Lhe

individual I s LreaEmenL.rt

StrucEure of the Art Therapy Session

Naitove ( iggZ) describes art Eherapy sessions as

lasting from one to two hours, dependenË upon factors such

as Ehe child I s or childrenr s ( if in group) abilities Eo

concentrate and variables in Ehe environment and group.

The sËructure of the session consisEs of a \{arn-up

activity, a core activity and closure or declimaxing

activity. The warm-up activity involves fa¡oiliarízíng the

child r¿ith the therapist, modality, and medià which will

lead to Lhe core activity. IE provides a EransiEional

experience from Ehe childt s physical and emotional

orientaËion prior to Ehe session Eo the'rhere and now'r of

Lhe therapeuËic agenda. The core activity is designed to

furLher therapeuEic objectives while the closure or

declimaxing activity could also be described as debriefing

where Ehe chiLd can discuss Èhe work accomplished and his

or her reacLions during and after compleËing the activity.

One or tvro modaliEies may be carried over inEo several

sessions such as the creation of a sculpture or a mask.

It shoul-d be explained at the ouEseE that Ëhe child I s

drawings are spec ia1, confidential., and not Èo be shared

with anyone else without Ëhe chil-drs permission. The child

should always be asked Eo write his or her name on each
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drawing to show them that you value their work. A childrs

drawings or artwork, especially the Particular child t s,

should never be discarded in front of Ëhem.

rrTo Interpret or Notrt?

All the literature reviewed was unanimous about Ehe

Èherapist t s need Ëo be non-directive in talking to the

child about what his or her picture night mean. An art

therapist must be dissuaded from interPreting to the child

what ceuses hirn or her to creaËe the picture and what it

means. Discussion could be prompted by commenting on

features of a work such as its color, organization, or

subject Eatter. For example, the therapist night ask Ëhe

child "I{hat nane would you give this?'r or I'IIow do you feel

about thís color?t' "How does this picture make you feel?"

Children will often interpret significant feaEures of a

work with greet perception. If children are not

forthcoming, we must be careful to resPecL their resistance

and r¿ork through their defenses before !re aPProach the

material r¡hich is being warded off (Bornstein, 1972).

Some schools of play theraPYr such as the

psychoanalytic, (K1ein, L982 ) ¡etieve in inÈerPreting the

meaning of the play while others such as relationship

(Moustakas, L973) and client centered therapy (Axline,

L947) focus on reflecting feelings and affects and staying

rsithin the metaphor the child of f ers.
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I agree with Bornstein (t9lZ, p.405) who staÈes that

use of play media and activities are not to be used for

interpretâtion of its conÈenËs buttras a source of

knowledge about Ehe child and as a s tepping s tone toward

the analysis of defense and of affects."

It is my belief that interpretation of a childrs

unconscious motivations Ëo hin or her is non-Productive in

light of what \te know abouE the developmental sequence

involving childrent s understanding of manifest versus

latent feelings. NoË until adolescence is Èhere an

appreciaLion for the unconscious, including the

understanding that unconscious emotions nay not be readily

available to conscious arrüareness and analysis. Initially

children do not appreciate Ëhe fact that behavior is

moËivaÈed until they gradually move through a series of

stages ending in adolescence where there is an apPreciation

for unconscious motivation (Harter, 1983 ). I agree with

Mishne (1983, p. 280) who describes many rvriters cautioning

that t'premature interpreÈations of child I s play and dreams

may frighten children; they ¡nay believe that their mind can

be read or that awful ideas are attributed to them. This

will produce rnore defensiveness, cessation of Play activity

and sharing of dreams and possibly regressioll .rr IIowever,

non-directive acceptance and reflection of feelings can
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permit the child gradual insight and freedom to express

feelings in the safety of the therapeutic relaEionship.

Choice of Toys

Toys should be simple, enabling the child to use them

in a variety of s ituations and to express many different

responses. Do11-houses with small figures to represent

children and parents, puppets, and a play phone can

facilitate expressive story telling during play. Medía

such as paper, crayons, pencils, paints, and plasEicine

should also be available depending on the child I s inEeres t.

A tape recorder can be useful as a prop for producing the

"radio show" in the mutual story telling technique and also

to play music during creative movement exercises.

Mishne (t983, p.281) staÈes Èhat chess and checkers

are often sought by latency age children rrwho desire ru1es,

codified games and distance from more repressed, unsettling

drive derivatives.'l

Therapistrs Role

a) wirh rhe child.

Much has been said about the therapeutic value of play

for the child. This should not overshadow or dininish the

Èherapeutic benefits of the relationship betrseen the

therapist and child. It should be made clear from the

beginning, in the child I s terES, what purpose the Ëherapy

sessions and therapeutic relationship serves. As Virginia
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Axline (tg+l) outlines, Ehe Eherapist must develop an

engaging and v¡arm friendly relat ionship with Lhe child as

soon as possible where the Eherapist. accepLs Ehe child

exact. ly as he or she is. 'rThe therapist establishes only

those linits thaE are necessary to anchor Ehe Ëherapy to

the world of reality and to make Èhe child aware of his

responsibility in Ehe relationship" (Axline, 1947, p. 56).

Children should not be allowed to hurt themselves, others,

or Ehe Eherapist or to destroy Property. By accepting

children for r¿ho they are, listening to Ëheir productions,

and indirectly acting as a role model in problem solving,

the therapist is helping them Eo build competence, masEery'

of situations and consequently develop Eheir self esteem.

b ) Wi th parenLs.

Parent,s may be included in some sessions with Ehe

child, where necessãty, or meE with seperaËe1y to discuss

parenEal concerns, and Ëo collaboraÈe in weekly act ivit ies

ËhaÈ may facilicate Ehe therapeutic goals. liot"tr"r, the

child in therapy should have a sense that whatever he or

she says in therapy is confidential and will not be

repeaEed verbatim unless it is information Lhat someone is

presenÈ1y harming hin or her. Upon initial orientaLion to

the therapy sess ions and play room, children are cold ÈhaE

in such a siEuaÈion, it is the Ëherapistr s resPonsibility to

te11 Lhe appropriate parties to facilitate alleviation of

the harmful situation.
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c) tlith other components of the eco-system.

Problem solving network meeËings, where necess aty,

with involved systems, such as daycares, school, lunch and

after school prograns, may be initiated. Support of these

systens must be enlisted in achieving therapeutic goals so

that effects of the therapy will generaLíze to oËher

systems and be maintained by them.

The inherent aEtribuËes of childrens' play which give

it a healing quality have been discussed. Play therapy is

especially effective r,¡ith younger children who have

difficulty 1abel1ing and expressing their feelings.

Traumatic experiences and painful feelings can be worked

through symbolically during play therapy.

Several play Eherapy techniques that may be helpful to

many children were outlined. It is important to match Ëhe

appropriate modality of play and play therapy techniques to

the individual child if Íùe are to foLlor¿ Schaefer &

Millmanf s prescriptive approach to therapy with children.

To do so requires e thorough assessnent of the child I s

developmental 1eve1, learning modes, and play interests as

will be discussed in the chapter on assessment.
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CONCLUS ION

The ecological perspect ive as a rrray of viewing the

child in their environmental context has been discussed.

This framework has utility for organízíng information about

the child and the systelos impacting upon him or her and in

formulating practice hypotheses. At the centre of this

framework is the individual, for we must keep in rnind that

he or she brings to the situation various personal

attributes and a parEicular level of development which

impacts on the environment end vice versa. The balance of

environmental forces is not Èhe sole determinant of

outcomes. There loay be a very inportant role for

individual play therapy with the child in conjunction with

systems work even if it is clear that systemic influences

are primariLy responsible for the problem behavior.

Individual therapy can serve as a corrective experience

whereby children can express themselves and develop

f eelings of self !Iorth and cornpetence in their r¡or1d. The

particular needs experienced by a child will vary with

their developmental 1eve1. The developmental leve1 a child

is functioning aÈ and the corresponding issues, along with

how the child characteristically reacts to situations that

have caused emotional uph eaval are irnportant pieces of

information necessary for a thorough ass.essmenL. They help
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determine r,rhaE Eherapeutic activities are mosE appropriate

for the individual child.

Some modaliries of play Eherapy such as Theraplay,

I'lutual Story Te1ling, puppeËryr ând use of childrenr s

lirerature, and aÊt Lherapy were outlined. These and oEher

techniques \.rere used in an eclectic fashion in a LreaEmenL

approach railor-made Eo Ehe individual, It is essential

thaE inportant systems involved with Lhe child are part of

Ehe EreaEmenE process Lo provide support to hin or her and

insure maximum generalizaLion of Lherapeut.ic effect.



Section Two: The Practicum
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CHAPTER 4

DESIGN OF THE PRACTICUM

Section 4. I: Introduction and Objectives

The focus of this practicum was ski11s development

oriented. 0bjectives of Èhe practicum r{rere:

1. to offer therapy services to children ages four

to nine and their familíes where the child was experiencing

emotional and/or behavioral problems for whatever reason.

It qras made explicitly clear on first contact to whomever

made the referral ÈhaË farnilies were expected to be

involved a1so.

2. to:

a) develop ski1ls in use of play therepy t and;

b) further skil1s in work with fanilies and

sysÈems inpacting upon them and;

c ) integrate this ¡sithin an ecological

perspec t ive .

To maximize the range of learning experiences a

decision was made to work with a heterogeneous populaEion

group of children rather than within a particular problen

area such as sexual abuse as has been the custoE of many

graduate clinical social work students in the past. For

the same reason, I chose to see children from ages four to

nine because this age group, consisting of both

pre-schoolers and school aged children, also encompassed

two distinct developmental periods.
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Section 4.2: The Setting

Children, and soúetimes their parents and care-givers

for joint sessíons, vlere seen primarily in the play room at

the Psychological Service Centre at the University of

Manitoba. Fanily Eherapy sessions were also held in the

fanily rooms there. The Centre is an inter-disciplinary

training facility of the Faculty of ArEs and has as its

primary goal Èhe training of students in Clinical

Psychology and Social trIork.

Af ter intake was completed, a home vis it r,¡as always

done Èo complete the assessment process. This would allow

me to see the child and fanily in the comfort of their home

Èo get a sense of what Ëheir natural interactions I.7ere

like. Other home visits to see the farnily were made as

necessary. Contact (and intervention where necessary) \¡ras

also made with significant others such as teachers ' social

workers, and day care workers in the child I s eco-system.

ExcepE for the utility and convenience of the play-room and

family rooms of the Psychological Service Centre for

individual and fanily sessions, efforts !7ere made, wherever

possible, to centre interventions in the community where

the child 1ived.
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Section 4.3: The Clients

The target population of this practicum were children

beEween the ages of four and nine who were experiencing

emotional or behavioral difficulties in any area of their

1ives.

As one of the goals of this practicum was to develop

generic social work skil1s with children and their families

and specifically play therapy techniques, no

differentiation was made as to the specific problem area

that children were encountering. Since the Psychological

Service Centre does not normally have a great influx of

child clients between the ages of four and nine, efforEs

r{ere made to solicit referrals from the community also.

Letters offering my services Ítere sent to the Child

Guidance Clinic, Canadian National Institute for the Blind,

Educational Services to Visually Impaired Children,

f{innip"g School Division lþI, and Child Care and Development

Branch, Department of Education. The latter three are

community resources who respectively provide co-ordination,

advocacy and counselling to the 1ega11y blind Population

and educational support services to school age visually

impaired children. As I had previously hrorked as a social

worker with the Canadian National Institute for the Blind

for three yeers, I was familiar with all asPects of visual

impairment and felt comfortable in offering ny skills to

Èhis particuLar population.
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A Iarge proportion of the referrals were also

generated through n¡ord of mouth.

It rras made explicitly clear on first contact with

whomever made the referral thaE families and/or care-givers

would be expected to be involved also. This Presented no

dif f iculty rvith any of the cases.
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CHAPTER 5

ASSESSMENT AND TAILOR-MADE INTERVENTIONS

ilary Richmond, a person who made very significant

founding conËribuEions Lo t.he practice of. social work,

talked about assessment of an individual or family and

ca1led it "social diagnosis". Her definition ofttsocial

diagnosis" (as quoted in Siporin, L975, p. 220) r¡ras "an

aËtempË Eo arrive at. as exact a definition as possible of

the social situaEion and personality of a human being in

some social need--in relaÈion Eo oEher human beings upon

whom he in any way depends or may depend upon him, and in

relaEion also to Lhe social instíÈution of his communiEy.rr

She presenËed a problem-persons-situaEion model for social

work assessment of individuals and families. Siporint s

(t9t5, p. 220) contempotery definition of assessmenE

describes it as ttan identification, examination, an

individuaLized understanding of Ëhe psycho-social problem

of a client..., and of the ecological envíronmenL, Èogether

with an inEegrated analytical formulation in a recommended

intervention p1an." The essessrnenE individualizes the

clients I needs and Ëhe informaüion gathered should assure

development of differenEial inËervenEions Ëhat can meeE

specific needs. The importance of an individuaLízed

assessnent of the child in all espects of the ecologieal

environmenÈ is even more significant in a pracËicum of this
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with diverse presenting problems. They vrere not all

receiving one sEandard LreaLment format but \{ere, along

with their s ignificant sysËems, involved in highly

individualízed interventions tailored Eo Eheir specific

needs.

As mentioned earlier, lre can only undersEand

individuals and their behavior in Ehe contexÈ of their

environment. I^Ihile Ehere seems Ëo be little conEroversy

over Ëhe fact that human beings Eend Eo exhibit some

consistencies across settings (¡tische1, Lg73) bottr research

and clinical literaEure sErongly suggesE Ehe pracEical

imporLance of situational variables in undersEanding and

treecing problem behavior (l,tischel, 1968; I{ahler, 1969).

Childrens I behavior can vary across setEings. For them the

home, classroom, and playground are very different worlds

usua11-y operaEing under different ruLe systems and calling

forth different patËerns of behavior.

Certain response paELerns are reinforced in parEicular

setËings and not in others, Eherefore differenE setËings

become the occasion for parËicular behaviors in varying

degrees. Mischel ( I 973) quotes a s tudy done by Rausch who

found Lhat in a sample of normal Aroerican boys, friendly

acts led to unfriendly responses in 317. of instances in

game situations but only 4i( of Ëhe tirne at meal-times.

Such possible variability of behavior is an additional

84
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reason for Ehe worker to acquaint themselves with all

aspects of the childrs environmenE; to ascertain the impact

of each seEEing on the child and vice versa for the purpose

of a compleEe assessmenE.

Assessment of the child and his or her eco-sysEem for the

purposes of this practicum was cornprehensive and involved

gaLhering data on three major areas:

1. the childts eco-sysEem

2. Ehe childr s developmenËal level

3. play behavior

The assessment process already constituted an

intervenËion in the ecological sphere of the child (Hess

and Howard, 1981). Infornation was solicited through

quesÈionnaires, interviews, and observat.ion. At intake, a

Ilealth and HisEory Form used by Lhe Morrison Centre for

Youth and Farnily Services in Portland, Oregon r{as used ( see

Appendix II). InforrnaÈion recorded on this form included

demographic data and soLiciced percepEual responses of

parenE towards chi1d. Parents \{ere also asked to list rrays

Ëhey would like Eheir child or fanily to change. Boch

parenEs were asked to compleËe Ehe Behavior Problem Scales

of the Achenbach Child Behavior Checklist (described more

fully in the evaluaÈion chapter), along '¿ith an atËached

social-demographic daEa sheeÈ thaÈ solicited responses

about the family, i ts s Èress 1eve1, and extended fanily
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support net!¡ork. Children r¡/ere always presenÈ at the

intake inLerview and v¡ere asked fo draw a fet/ picEures with

crayons while parents completed Lhe questionnaires. I

always asked the child to do a self portraiE initially.

Size of Ehe figure, complexiry or lack thereof,

compleEeness or absence of body parts, and use of the space

were a few of the variables thaE would give me clues about

the childr s developmenLal 1evel and self-percepEion. A

family portrait r¡/as then requested. Relative size and

sequencing of the f igures, along with members included or

excluded gave me a quick pictorial display of the child's

perception of his or her family and his or her place in it.

A child can draw f.ar more than can be expressed in r¡ords.

I also learned quickly if drawing was a media the child

enjoyed.

A lengthy intervie¡v was held in the parents I home aE a

laEer daËe to discuss lhe questionnaires. This \{as also an

informaEion gathering session on birth hisEory, (with its

irnplications f or bonding), Ehe child t s developmental

hisEory, and relevanÈ farnily history.

Awareness of the parents I emotional state is a very

imporEant facEor in assessment espec ial1y in cases when the

child I s problem is inti¡naÈely related Eo the f arnily

situaLion, for example, marital discord, loss of a spouse

through deach or divorce, or parent.al emotional problems.
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The younger Ëhe child the more likely ir is that he or she

may Lake on Ëhe same emoEional sËaËe as the parenL (HarEer,

1977,1983) and will need help in correctly idenEifying Lhe

sources of his or her feelings.

Parents \.yere asked about. what they felC \¡rere Ehe mosE

imporÈanE goals in therapyr and these \{ere then priorízed.

Significant collaEerals such as Ëeachers, day care workers,

and other social workers were contacEed for informaLion and

to ascert,ain if Ëhe child t s behavior \{as si¡nilar across all

setEings.

As mentioned earlier, daÈa was gaLhered on three major

areas, to be elaboraEed below.

1. The childrs eco-system: An assessmenL from an

ecological perspecLive was carried out using a version of

Bronfenbrenner I s (1977) model of the ecology of human

developmenE as modified by Belsky (i980). A brief outline

of this model and Lhe four 1evels from which all the

child I s sys Eems were assessed are presenEed here:

a. Ontogenic developnent; r¡hat history and individual

qualities Ehe child brings to the situation.

b. Micro-system; the family, school setËing, or

immediate setEing rvhere the problem behavior has

arisen; the immediate context of Èhe childts behavior.

IIess and Iloward (t98t, p. 510) suggest evaluating

person-environment fit while examining Èhe childrs
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functioning across settings. ItIf a behavior occurs in

one setting, the r¿orker must explore other settings

before concluding that the behavior is a

child-centered characteristic rather than behavior

prompted by !he interaction of the child and a

specific environmenËal setting. t' It is importanÈ to

assess what function the problero behavior serves for

the child in the setting. Perhaps the behavior is

helping the child conËro1 their environment or

provides some form of rersards such as , attention.

c. Meso-sysLems; the relationships between

micro-systems such as the connection between home and

school. Richness of meso-systens for a child are

measured by the number and quality of connections.

d. Exo-system; the social structures, both formal and

informal, Ëhat impinge upon or encompass the immediate

settings of the individual, for example, role of the

extended fanily or other significant people in the

childr s 1ife, groups or acËivities they parEicipate

in.

e. Macro-system; cultural and belief systems thaL

effect how the child I s behavior is perceived, for

example, cerÈain Èypes of behaviors are seen as

inappropriate for girls, teachers I atEitudes that

children should be passive receivers of information

in the class-room, or social policies regarding

ch i ldren
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2. The childr s developmental level: It is important

for the person working with Ehe child to have a sense of

nornal development with which t.o compare a child's acLivity

and inEeract.ion style. Chronological ages should serve

only as a general guide for judging a childrs progress

especially since child developmenE Eends to be uneven for

all children. It is more appropriaEe Eo make use of Piaget

and Eriksont s developmental phases rather than age norms.

"Individual development is never fully completed, never

regular, normal or on schedule at any one poinE in an

individualrs I ife. Few children will develop cognitively

in all aspecÈs of knowing; few children will successfully

resolve all af.Í.ective conflicts at the respective modal

phases" (Maier, 1978, p. 254). One area where it is

important to pay attention to developmenEal 1evel relative

to oEher children of the same age is treaËment of children

who are suspected of having been sexually abused to

ascerEain if their concern about or knowledge of sexuality

is age-appropriaÈe. If not, it is like1y they have been

involved in or exposed to such behaviors (!üaterman, 1986).

DaLa gathering on developmenEal levels for assessment

purposes can be accomplished through direct observation and

parental report.

Sarnoff ( 1980 ) gives an excellent description of how

drawings can be used to get an indication of a childrs

developmental 1evel and any 1ags. If a six year old is
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person in a boat., it is not

unusual or abnormal for the child to draw a picture of a

boat which is transparenÈ so that !he ent.ire body and legs

of the man can be seen. Sarnoff sEaËes thaL Ëhis sort of

Lransparency is usually acceptable until age nine beyond

which it is rare, and if found in an adult, considered L.o

be an indicaËor o f psychos is.

By Èhe Eime a child reaches six he or she should be

able L.o drar¿ a human f igure wirh eyes, handsrand legs by

combining circles, and vertical and horízoûta1 lines. From

six Eo seven years of age children should begin to draw

picËures in which the figures are involved in an

interacEion with others. Sarnof f describes Lhis as the

introducËion of fantasy content with movement. At about

eighE and a half , depth is introduced. I{hen drawing a

rider on a horse, overlapp.ing parts of a f igure wiÈhout

transparencies appear. Details, enrichment, and adornment

now appear in the drawings.

3. Play behavior: NaiEove ( 1982) talked about the

learning modes Ehrough which individuals process

informaEion. Some people are kinestheËic aEtenders,

processing information through action, oÈhers audiEory, and

sEil1 others visual and needing visual displays Èo

inEegrate information. By undersËanding the learning modes

of a child (gained through assessment by direcE observation

and parental reporL) appropriaEe perceptual techniques can
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be selected to enhance the childrs skill developmenE and

self-image. This is in keeping with Schaefer and Millmanls

(tgll) "p.escriptive approach" as it applies to therapy with

children. This approach emphasizes the therapistr s

responsibility to deLermine the most appropriate

EherapeuE ic techniques ( as out 1 ined in Chapter 3 ) for each

child (as all play Eherapy techniques do not f it all people

or their particular problem), rather than Erying Eo force

the child into one "a11 purpose" Eherapeutic mo1d.

Assessment in the areas of the child I s eco-sysEem,

development, and play acEivity were instrumental in

development of a beginning hypothes is of \rhy and how to

proceed with a parEicular strategy or Lherapeutic approach

custom tailored Eo the individual child and eco-sysEem.

Later, ner¡r inf ormaEion 1ed to re-f ormulaEion of hypotheses

and change in action. Therefore, the inEervenËion process

hras fluid and ever-changing as the child I s reactions and

s i tuat ion changed.
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CHAPTER 6

CASE ILLUSTRATIONS

Section 6.1: IntroducEion

The practicum afforded the opportunity to do brief

play therapy with eight children and work urith their

families and significant systems as necessary. The term

"brief" should be clarified. As T v¡ished to complete my

practicum within the year I felt it necessary to prescreen

referrals and only take those whose course of therapy would

mos È 1ike1y not take more than a year. Therefore, any

children with evidence of severe long term behavior

problems or psychopathology were referred elser¡here. This

was an ethical issue as my supervisor and I both felt it

was wrong to establish a supportive therapeuEic

relationship with a child who had 1íke1y had few positive

relationships in his or her life and experience with

nutnerous "helpingt'professionals and then transfer them to

someone else upon completion of ny practicum. This would

fol1o¡¡ and reinforce the painful pattern already

experienced by Ëhese children.

Five case illustrations which vrere chosen arbitrarily,

are presented. Of the remaining Ëhree children seen but

not discussed here, one terminated Èherapy premat.urely. 0f

the last tno; siblings from a multi-problem fanily who had

been sexually abused, the younger sister fínished her
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course of therapy with good progress. However, her broEher

began showing evidence of severe emotional disLurbance and

lras referred for long term therapy upon termination of ny

practicum.

SecÈion 6.2: A Visually Impaired Child Lrith a Bathroon Phobia

Case 1: HeaËher

Heather came into Ehe inLerview room hes iEantly while

holding on to her motherr s hand. A preLEy, quite

overweight seven year old, she rras obviously shy. The

second oldesL of three children, she had been born with a

congenital birËh defect. DocLors had advised her parents

Ëo agree Lo remove the life support equipment for even if

she \{as to survive they expected her to be profoundly

retarded. The parents prevailed upon the doctors, pleading

wich t.hem that Ehey wanted Ëo give her a chance. Their

prognosis had been unduly pessinistic. HeaËher survived

with no conplications LhereafEer with only her eye sight

conpromised, ttA Miracle Chi1d". Although she rras

regisEered âs 1ega11-y blind wich the Canadian National

Institute for the Blind, she had enough vision for rnobility

purposes and lras in a rnodified Grade I progan et Ehe

neighbourhood school nhere she \ras being educated as a low

vision child using large prinE and other visual aides. IIer

remarkable survival and visual inpairment had led Lo her

fanily being somewhat. over-protective. It is not known how

much of this mey be culËural also as the fanily was of
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Indonesian origin. I can only comment from my experience

as a social worker at Ehe Canadian National Institute for

the Blind Ehat certain naEionalities af forded a special

status to their handicapped f amily mernber. They rrere aúrare

of their over-proÈectiveness but also concerned for her

safety because of her compromised vision; a Catch-22

situation. Her parents were pleased with anything she

accomplished and did not exercise the same expecÈations of

her as they did with Èheir other tr.ro children. Heather eras

aþraEe of this and knew that siroply refusing,or at most a

good tantrum would cause her parents to back of f . She

found an a1ly with her paternal grandmother who lived with

the farnily. Grandmother could not say no to Heather,

especially regarding dieÈ and rvould a11ow Heather

unrestricted access to the refrigeraÈor.

Present.ing concerns: Heather and her parents had been

referred by the school social worker. Heat.her refused to

use the school bathroom and would void at home at Ehe end

of t.he day. This reluctance to use bathrooms had

interfered in other social activities as we11. Further she

showed dependenÈ, clingy, Í.earful behaviors', seeking out

adults rather Ehan peers for companionship.

Assessment: Seeing a child with a handicap requires

that one add

proces s . A

chí1d and to

additional dimensions to the assessment

visual handicap impacts differently on each

my knowledge no s tandardized format exists Èo
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be used by social workers to assess a visually impaired

child's psycho-social functioning. Samples of some

imporEant quesËions to cons ider in addition to those one

would ask a s ighted child are:

1. Is Ehe child congenitally or adventiEiously blind?

If advenL i E ious , a t what age and under what

circumstances?

2. AddiEional handicapping conditions (i.e.) cerebral

pa1sy, seLzuresr etcetera. Any medications?

3. History of hospitalízations? (ft excessive or

lengthy, may have resulted in errot ional trauma. )

4. ParenËa1 reaction to having a handicapped child.

a. How do parents/siblings relate to Lhe visually

impaired child. Is she or he jusE "one of Ëhe

oEher kidsrr or "rp"cia1" and given

concessions?

b. Cultural/socio-economic background of parenËs,

5. Extended fanily reaction to the handicap.

6. Neighbourhood/comrnunity reacEion: rrcuriositytt,

ttpoor kidtr, or ttone of the kidstt?

7. Does the child feel comforËable wirh their

handicap or do they eËtenpt to deny and bluff Eheir

way through situaLions? Or have Èhey embraced their

handicap and used it to manipulate and avoid

responsibiLítyc.
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8. Socially inappropriaËe behaviors (which may

alienaEe others ) i.e. poor body language such as no

face to voice contact, blindisms such as rocking,

keeping head down, eEceEera.

Hearher t s parenEs reiLeraLed Ehe sarne concerns as the

referring social worker. Not only was HeaEher hes itant to

use the school bachroom buE she rvas afraid of any poorly

1it enclosures such as department store changing rooms.

She had no difficulcy with baLhrooms aE her home or Lhe

homes of extended fanily members at this point.

Heather I s drawings at Lhe intake inËerview at Lhe

Psychological Service Centre \{ere done in the fashion of a

younger child approximat.ely four and a hal f to five years

o1d. Figures were essentially sLick-1ike and often did not

have arms or hands. This was noE surprising as Ehere is

ample documentaEion in the litereture (Andersonr l984;

Clay, I964; FraibêrB¡ 1977; Gardiner, L982; llarren, 1977)

that visual irnpairment causes developrnental delay.

Furt.her, IIeaEher rras working with a visual medium and

therefore was aÈ a disadvantage. It became quite clear to

me that Ëactile media such as finger painting and

plasticine along with gross motor raEher than fine motor

activities would be more appropriate. These \tere indeed

her favorites.



During the home visit to discuss

gathered at intake, Heather I s parents

and priorized Èhem. They vrere:

1. To decrease her weight.

2. To increase her independence

dependent behaviors.
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the information

and I agreed on goals

and decrease fearful

3. To overcome her fear of bathrooms and smal1

enc losed areas .

4. To increase her contact with peers and eliminat.e

teasing (ttre Èeasing was minor). Except for her obesity,

Heather did not exhibit unusual or socially inappropriaEe

behaviors r¿hich would lead to osEracism. She rùas simply

aloof. The extended farnily was very close knit and Heather

enjoyed her friendships r¿ith her cousins. However, she and

her parents had very recently moved to a nevr neighbourhood

where IIeaEher knew no other children.

Intervention:

a) Home: In e meeting with the parents I emphasized

how they, as care-givers, the school personnel, and I all

had a parE to play in achieving the goals outlined for

Heather. It was inportant that lre worked together Èo

insure consistency across all environments if any changes

were to be made and generalízed. They agreed to enroll

Heather in a dance clas s to help improve her co-ordination

and general fitness. They also spoke firrnly to Heather t s
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grand-mother regarding her previously unlimired food intake

and began changing her diet. 0nce she lost weight HeaEher

began to show pride in her "netd shaperr. I also emphasi.zed

to the parenEs that they must be more f irrn with IIeather. I

asked Ehem if they felt a seven year old \,ìras in Ehe best

position to decide which act.ivities were best for her.

b) School: Along with the school social worker, t,here

were a number of educaËional personnel involved in

Hearherts educational program: an educational consultant

for the visually impaired from the Departmen: of Education,

HeaEher t s Eeacher, her class-room aide, and a resource

Leacher. Two case conferences were organized for us to

share information, discuss and evalueEe Progress, and

develop planning. The teacher and aide \tere aware of areas

in which I was attempting Lo build compeEence and

reinforced this in Èheir day to day school program.

c) Individual Therapy Sessions: I saw HeaLher for

seventeen therapy sessions. My initial hypoEhes is wes EhaE

IIeaEher r¡ras not afraid of bathrooms per se but of Ehe

poorly l it srnall space because she used bathroours in her

home and Èhat of relatives. The noise of flushing echoing

in a tiled school bathroorn may also be frightening to

someone whose vision is compromised. However, I felt iË

rdas important to address the underlying fears in general

raÈher than sinply focusing on her baËhroom fear. I
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suspected that she needed to see herself as less vulnerable

and hoped to accomplish this with activities to build her

competence. Regarding her aloofness, I wondered if Heather

knew how to approach peers and initiate contact.

Efforts rdere made from Ehe beginning in the sessions to

work on building HeaEher I s feelings of competence. I would

escort her down Èhe stairs to the play room initially. Soon

she began to go on her own and lras heard to announce

proudly to her parents "I knov¡ Ehe v¡ay norù". A porËion of

every session \{as devoted Lo tte*ploringtt a nev¡ section of

the university each week. lJe constructed and decorated

paper exploring hats which \{e rùore on our treks. (On our

first foray, Heather remarked in a gÊoqrn-up voice before q7e

put our hats orr "Isnrt this rather sil1y!t') Even though it

sras anxiety provoking for her, Heather began requesÈing $/e

go exploring. I emphasized her "bravery" after every nelr

foray. That was to become a cue word for hqr moÈher and

teacher who also began emphasizing her bravery when she

took risks and ventured into unfamiliar territory.

There srere recurrent themes in Heather t s play that

qrere rehearsed in nany dif f erent erays repeatedly.

1. Safety issues: She would draw pictures or te11

stories about children who were either lost while alone or

saf e because they vrere with someone. hle would talk either

direcÈ1y or through our dol1s and puppets abouÈ what to do
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Lo be "safe". At times she would play an aggressive

character such as a rnonster or snake in do11 play or with

puppeËs and scare me. She r¡ou1d of Len ask me if I got

scared. l,Ie read Phyllis Krasilovskyr s ( 1959) Scaredy CaË

together. The story centers upon a liEtle black kitten who

is afraid of many rhings but gradually becomes less

frightened. Heather asked to take the book home to read.

2. Making friends: This would occur when she T^ras

playing with Ehe puppets and do11-house figures. The

sequence would always be the same. Her chafacter would

begin by saying "I tm looking to make a f.r iend" and we would

play out an interacEion between t!,7o people r¿ho were

initiating a fr iendly contacE.

3. Fear of loss of mother t s approval and love: 0n

three occasions HeaÈher began questioning me extensively

abouE whether I had ever done something wrong at school.

ttHad my mother f ound out ?rr rrAnd whaË did she do ?rr I.Ie

talked about Ëimes in the past when Heatherrs mother had

been angry at her but had never forsaken her.

I contracted with the parents to focus solely on

Heathert s bathroom phobia f or the last six sessions. I,lhen

I arrived at Èhe familyt" home to discuss how we should

proceed her mother recounted how IIeaËher had had an

"accidentrr aË school. In frustration, her mother sat her

down for a serious talk and sËaÈed firnly Èhat Heatherrs
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toilet avoidance behavior would have to change. She then

phoned Heatherrs teacher and asked her to escort Heather to

the bathroom to void or go through Ehe motions four Eimes

daily. Heather had complied for the last túro days. She

had gone unescorLed and with verbal prompts only, each t ime

after the first time with her teacher. My goal úras to have

her explore the bathrooms at the University in hopes that

this behavior would generalize to other settings. After

researching and designing a desens ítízaËion schedule and

then experiencing three unsuccessful attempts to have her

símp1y enter a sma1l one sta11 bathroom I asked Heather r^'hy

she could use the bathrooms at schoo 1 buË not here. She

replied that the toilets were smaller aL school and

besides, she r¡ras af raid of geÈting sucked through the hole.

The desensitization schedule was dropped to work through

this erroneous fear. I explained to her that this was not

possible, "rcus the holers too smal1tr, and described the

workings of a toilet to her. She $ras given a homework

assignment: to check out the toilet at home to see if the

informaÈion I had given her was correct. In a subsequenc

therapy session IleaÈher constructed a plasEicine toilet and

Sara, the 1íttle girl character, used it successfully three

times, not getting I'sucked through the ho1e, t crs the

holers too smel1.rr I also told her e story abouÈ a 1itt1e

girl who had the sane fear as HeaÈher and consequently
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threqr her dolly into the toilet to check out whether her

f ear r¡as r¡/arranted. Although I was never to have Ehe

satisfaction of seeing Heather enter and use a bathroom at

the University of Manitoba she continued to do so at school

and in many other locales. On last report, her mother v¡as

happy to state that Heather continues ttto be bravert.

SecËion 6.32 Childhood Loss of a Parent

Case 2: Svdney

The curly haired four year old rvho looked like a

miniature of his father seened quiet and sorÈ of sad just

like his father. Sydneyr s mother had died suddenly only

three months earlier shortly before Christmas, leaving

behind Sydney, his ten year old half-brother Car1, and

their father. She r¡ras a young woman who had struggled with

diabetes since her teen-aged years buE there had been no

indication of illness before her untinely death.

Presenting concerns: Usually a gentle easy-going

child before his mother I s death, his day care reported that

he was showing hostility and aggress ive behavior Eo the

other children. He was also preoccupied with death and

asked his father numerous questions abouË it. He was

digging holes in the snow to try and find his mother but

!¡as also afraid of holes at the same time--thinking his

moÈher would Ery and drag hi¡n into her grave. He úres

afraid of being alone in parts of the house whereas this
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had not been the case previously. Sydneyt s father had

approached Sydneyts speech pathologist (whom he Í/as seeing

for a minor problen) about having his son see someone for

counselling and Ehe referral was made to me.

Assessment: Sydney did not really care to draw but

what he produced was typical of a child his age. I soon

found out he did enjoy building and playing with cars, and

he would later consEruct creative and elaborate street

scenes us ing blocks, cars, and play people on a fr equent

basis.

During the home vis it to discuss the material gathered

at inÈake \re talked at great lengths about the

circumstances leading up to Sydneyrs motherrs death and her

funeral. At Ehe Eime there had been open and frequent

expression of grief on his father I s part but three days

after her death Sydney and Carl had gone to their auntrs

home as their father felt being among grieving adults r¡ou1d

be upsetting for the children. According to Sydney's

father his aunÈ had explained at length thaE his mother was

dead and would never return. Her body was sti11 here on

earÈh in her grave but her soul was in heaven. The boys

did not attend the funeral but went to Ëhe grave siËe a fe¡r

days later.

Sydneyr s father talked at length about his courtship

of Sydneyrs mother and spoke with great fondness of her and
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their marriage. He brought out photo albums which he and

Sydney looked at while he told anecdotes abouE the

pictures. Inirially, Sydney had looked at the albums daily

f or comf ort buE Ehis qras less prevalenE noür. Sydneyt s half

broËher Carl would say, when asked, thaE he missed his

mother but would not volunteer other information.

I,Ihen guestioned about systems of support, Sydneyrs

father described a fanily neEwork LhaË \¡¡as sErong, caringo

and supporEive. However this was primarily his wifer s

fanily and he adnitEed fears that they r+ould abandon him

nor{ Ehat she was dead although he had been reassured t.o the

contÊaty on numerous occasions. He calked about how the

adjusÈment to Laking on his wifer s roles of cooking,

housework, and more involvement with Ëhe children and the

expectaEions of his job had been demanding. His own

leisure E ine and t ine with Lhe children was severely

compromised and he was concerned abour quality of life

issues. However, his sisEer was to move in soon and he

hoped that her involvement with the home and children would

alleviaEe sone of the burden.

Greenberg (tglS) calks about grief work for children

and Èheir fanilies as proceeding along four developmental

phases:

1. announcemenÈ; telling about the death in an

experiential sense including affecÈive recall of details
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along !üith the perception rhat the death T^ras a s ignif icant

loss.

2. acknowledgment; dealing wirh the irreversibility

of the loss which is perrnanent.

3. mourning; expressing directly and struggling wirh

feelings of anger, gui1t, and vulnerability and working

"through personal iraplicatíons relative to the childts life

space ( that is, developmental stage, fanily situation) and

dealing with annihilation fantasies that the parent I s

rabandonmentr evokesrr (p. 396).

4. renewal; incorporating the deceased, accepting Ehat

the parent has died but the faroily member remains and has

survived the trauma¡ êxploring the environment for

appropriate replacements, and generally beginning to get on

with onet s life.

As the fanily and Sydney were noÈ denying Shirleyrs

passing and were able to openly and honestly acknowledge

her significance in their lives and the extent of their

loss, it was concluded that their grief reaction was

normal. Sydney would need Èo t'play through" his anger at

his motherr s passing and furEher ponder the typical

questions of a child of his developmental level such as

I'where had his mother gone?"

Goals for therapy were determined and priorized:

I. to decrease Sydneyr s anger and aggression Ëo others
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2. to help him overcome his present obsession wich

concerns about death.

IntervenËion: I saw Sydney for nine sessions, with

the final two sessions includinC his faEher. An individual

session r¡ras also scheduled v¡ith Èhe father, after a

realization that Sydneyr s stating he couldnr t cry but "had

Eo be sÈrongrrwas a mirror of his fatherts attiÈude. The

decision to do so lras prompted by knowledge according Eo

Greenberg (1975) that successful childrensr grief work

depends largely on inÈrafamilial communication and shared

expression of feelings. Becker & Margolin ( 1967) have also

talked about how the remaining parent often does not share

enotions with their children abouË the death. TogeEher, his

father and I discussed how his open expression of grief

would give Sydney permission to express his pain more

openly a1so. Previously his faÈher had felt that the

children would be upset by his open expression of feelings

of loss. Ile rras also given a pamphlet on Talking with

Young Children About Death by Mr. Rogers (tgl+) to give hin

some ideas on hor¡ to broach the subject naturally with

Sydney.

Sydneyr s play was often aggressive and desËructive.

Puppets would eat each other up. Structures would be built

and angrily Èorn down. Truck acc idents would be

continually sËaged. Often he did not !Íant me to play with
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hin. He rejected any of my advances to nurture him because

ttI wasntt his mothertt. I.Ie would then talk about how no one

could take his momts place and where he could "get hugs"

from people that he found acceptable to deliver this

affection. He would talk openly about his motherr s death

íf. I initiated the conversation. Warmbrõd (1986) reminds

us thaE the concept of death involves many abstract

features Ëhat would be difficult for a child of Sydneyrs

age to grasp. The concept of ttsoultt and ttheaventt which

r¡7ere used in his aunt I s explanation of what, had happened Eo

his mother were problematic for Sydney. hle read Ewo

childrenrs stories with death as Èhe central Eheme,

Nessrs (I966) Sam, Bangs, and Moonshine and Viorstrs

( 197I ) The Tenth Good thing About Barney, which prompted a

thoughÈfu1 reaction from Sydney and numerous questions

about where the personrs grave was, and where bodies and

souls go after death.

The last tq¡o sessions were scheduled with father

present for a number of reasons. Sydneyrs staging of

truck accidents r{as not incidental. His f aEher was a

transport driver in the city and more like1y to be aE risk

for truck accidents. Sydney was far less interested in me

than he rras in his fatherrs rvhereabouts during our time

together. lle openly adnitted that he rres af raid of 1os ing

his father also. ttNo more mom, no more dad. Just Carl and
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me. rr He also expressed rather sadly that he and his father

had no leisure time together at a poinË in Sydneyt s life

when he needed the reassurance of his fatherts presence

more than ever. Focus of the last two sessions úras on

Sydneyts fears of loss of his father. His father realízed

that Sydney r¡as needing some individual time with him and

made a commitment to involve both boys in leisure

activities along with trying to spend time with each of

them individually once his sisËer moved in. More

imporËanE1y, he reassured Sydney Ehat he 
"tr9 

Carl would be

taken care of by his favorite aunt and her fanily in the

unlikely event that something should befall him.

Upon termination he was bemused Ëhat the boys h¡ere

beginning to ask hin about a neúr mom. Also, Carl had

suggesÈed he call on his friendrs mother who was single

although his faËher r¡ras f.irm in saying he was not prepared

to date yet.

SubsequenE follow-up at the day care found that

Sydneyt s aggr ess ive behavior had decreased. The farnily had

gone on a holiday to Florida and their dad had begun

dating.

In retrospect, I would have insÈituted a change and an

addition in my interventions with this fanily. Carl,

Sydneyr s half brother should have been included in some of

the sessions with Sydney and the joint sessions with Sydney
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and his f aËher. Although Shirley r.ras not his natural

mother, her death also had a significant impacË on him as

he had been living with her and his faEher since he was four.

Many o f Sydneyt s concerns \{ere 1ikely Carl r s also. In

addition, t.his may have strengEhened fanily cohesion as

lfarmbrõd (t986, p. 352) sLates "Ëhe most important benefit

of seeing the whole fanily is Ehet it supporEs their

exisEence as a family, despire Lhe death, and encourages

members Lo turn to oEher fa¡ni1y menbers."

Sydneyt s fathert s fear of loss of the support of his

wife I s fanily could have been addressed by a network

meeting ( Saulnier, 1982) . This would allow fanily members

as a group t.o reassure him and offer Ehe conuinued

emoÈional support he needed.

Case 3: Jason

The blonde boy with the big grey eyes and long lashes

stayed very close Ëo his mother. He \ras very shy and quiet

in contrast to his gregarious mother. His faË.her had been

kil1ed in a car accidenÈ less than two Bonths ago, leaving

his moEher Ëo care for six year old Jason and his Èwo

broËhers, ages four years and nine months. Concerned about

Jason I s change in behavior at home, his moEher contacEed

the school social worker ¡¿ho had made Lhe ref erral to me.

IIe did not exhibit any behavior changes at school and was

described by his teacher as ttdoing so rùe11rr.
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Presenting concerns: Jason had become very moody. He

had begun bullying his brother and his friends, destroying

their property aË times. His attention seeking behavior

had also increased. He complained of more aches and pains

and had had significantly more asthma attacks (a long

sEanding condition for which he tras receiving Ereatment)

since his fatherr s death.

As ses sment : During the intake interview, as was my

cusËom, I asked Jason to draw a self and fanily portrait.

Although the figures indicated forn and technique

appropriate to his developmental 1eve1, the pictures showed

thin, tentative outlines of shapes r¿hich were noE colored

in. His farnily porËrait consisted of diserubodied faces

scattered around the pege. The picture conveyed

vagueness and lack of subsÈance. (ffris Íras not surprising

when I learned that within the past year Jason had started

Gradê I, both parents had had hospital ízatíons, his brother

had been born, and his father had been kil1ed; a large

number of significant life events v¡hich cornbined, led to

disequilibriun. )

When I visited the home ínitially to discuss the

intake questionnaires our intervierv was cut short by his

younges t brother t s throwing up and Jason I s subs equent 1y

having en asthma attack and being rushed to emergency. In a

second interviers we talked about Jasonr s mourning reaction.

Jason had cried frequently during the first week. He then

began talking maÈter of factly about his faËherrs body being
:
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in the grave and his soul being in heaven. He wrote his

father a letter saying good-bye which was placed in the

casket. All the children aËtended the funeral and Jason

kissed his father good-bye before the interment. Shortly

afterwards he stopped expressing his grief and began acting

out in an angry fashion.

Darlenet s grief reaction was similar but I was not to

uake a connection until later in the course of therapy.

Darlene admitted she was occupying herself constantly with

activities and had people around at all times, so as not to

think of her former husband. She later admitted that the

only time she talked abouË her feelings regarding the

accident $¡as with me.

Fortunately Darlene had an extensive family and

friendship supporE network with whom she was actively

involved. However , someone had sugges ted she become

involved in Widow to llidow, a peer counselling support

network organízed through the Y.M.C.A. and she intended to

follolr up on this.

Darlene and I defined and ranked therapy goals as being:

I. to help Jason work through his feel-ings around his

father t s death and decreas e his anger.

2. to get along more harmonious 1y with his fanily

(i.e.) less fights, ye11ing, tantrums.

I was not certain why Jason had suddenly stopped

expressing his feelings about his fatherr s death and begun
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acting ouL. It appeared that the beginnings of mourning

(discussion of his fatherrs death, ritual leading up to the

funeral and attendance at the funeral) had been well

negotiaf ed. However, it T¡ras f e1t that providing a

Ëherapeutic experience whereby he could symbolically or

gradually express whaË he liked about his father and the

extent of the loss would be instrumental in facilitaEing

his grief r,¡ork.

Intervention: I saw Jason individually for nine

sess ions rhis fanily three times, and his mother for one

session individually.

Generally, I found Jason did not engage readily with

the toys. He would begin to play if I first picked up the

toy and initiated p1ay. He never volunteered information.

I tried some inErusive Theraplay activities to trinvadeil hís

world. I,Ie often played checkers, tic-tac-toe, or hangman

where he would take quiet pleasure in winning. I,le read

books where death was the underlying theme such as Viorstrs

( 1971 ) The Tenth Good Thing Abour Barney. This led ro

discussions about his father; what he looked like, what he

liked abouË hin and what his past rnernories of him were. I

talked about rrhaving memories of your dad in your head and

in your heart and how you could think of him and have hin

there any tirne you wanted'r.

An individual session with Darlene at her home focused

on her concerns about Jasonts not letting her out of his
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sight and being ¡¡orried that she would not reEurn afEer

leaving the house. I explained that this vras a normal

reaction of a child who had already lost one parent.

During this session it became clear to me that Jason became

upset when his mother cried. He appeared to resent my

presence in his home and attempted to diffuse the focus

from what his mother and I were discussing (rvhich ¡vas

making her cry). Darlene and I were Eo repeat on nurnerous

occasions to Jason that it might sound funny, but it r{as

very healthy and normal for his mom to cry 
"ld 

that she

rvould be O.K. Un¡¡ittingly, by her denial of her grief

reactions Darlene had modelled a particular pattern that

her son riras e¡nulat ing. I.Iar¡nbrõd ( 1986 ) talks about how

children may stop e.xpressing certain feelings when they see

that their parent becomes upset. Jason had felt that he

r¡ras protecting his mother f,rom upset by stifling his ordn

reactions. (¡arlene Bentioned on another occasion that

Jason had withheld information about his unhappiness at

school es he had not wanted ttto worry" his rnother. ) Once

it r{ras clarified for Jason that he did not need to protecË

his mother from his or her enotional reactions he began to

relate more spontaneously.

Three fanily sessions r¡ere held. During the first, a

fanily Èree was drawn with data regarding family members

and who attended the funeral and helped the family, a

technique described by warnbrãd (19S6). This served as a

:
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springboard for the boys to discuss the death, funeral

arrangements, and associated feelings. The second session

focused on reminiscing about their deceased father.

Darlene also talked about the arrangements thaË had been

made for the children in the event of her death. She also

spoke about thei r for thconing plans to move. She had

purchased a house on the same street as her parents with

some of her life insurance money. She mentioned her guilt

abouË leaving the home where she and her husband had spent

so much time but ackno¡¡ledged her need t'to gqË onttwith

1ife. I{hiLe we spoke the children drew pictures of the neqt

house and yard. Jasont s drarrings had taken on more

substance, depth, and he was making bolder use of brighrer

colors. The most significant aspect of our third farnily

session was Darlener s somewhaE tentative discussion of her

loneliness without a man and what qualities she would look

for in a future boyfriend while Jason, especially, listened

s omewha t appr ehens ive L y.

Darlenet s responses on the problern behavior scales of

Ëhe Child Behavior Checklist indicated that Jason's anger

and cruel behavior to his brother and peers had decreased

after the course of therapy. In Darlene t s words: "Therapy

has succeeded in bringing Jason to somershat accept his

fatherts death. I find I can cope with his moods better,

probably because I understand his feelings a little betËer.

His anger has not been as frequent as beforê.rl
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Section 6.4: Multiple Traumas

Case 4: Darren

When I first came in, Darren had been looking at a

science magazíne and afEer we made contact, went on to

explain the obscure feaÈures of a parEicular gadget to me.

This qras a child who, although in grade II at Ëhe time, had

already conpleted his grade II Math by February of that

year and was reading at a grade VII 1eve1.

Evelyn, his Eother, had just come from work to bring

Darren to the Psychological Service Centre. She had only

been working for the pasÈ two months and was proud of her

independence and how she was managing in supporting her

three boys of whom eight year old Darren was the second

oldest. She r{es divorced over a year âBo ¡ ending a

marriage of eleven years t.haÈ was characterized by physical

and mental abuse. I knew that Darren t s f ather \ras in

prison for murder but did not know the details at Ëhe time.

Darrent s mother had initially contacted the Psychological

Service Centre directly.

Presenting concerns: Darren $ras showing aggÊessive

behavior towards his brothers and very occasionally other

children. This lras characterized by beating up and

bullying and desEroying others I property. His mother felt

this behavior had gone on for the last six months and was

non unmanageable. He was also lying. Always a rnoody child
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fe1 t he r,ras

She could neverbecoming more moody and rnore withdrawn.

figure out what he was feeling.

Assessmenl: IË r{as clear Ëhat Darren üras a very

bright child. His art qrork showed sophistication of

execution and form and the themes were very creative. He

said he liked drawing. However he adrnitted in our firs t

interview that he preferred to draw only things that he

could do wel 1. He would abandon or attempt to scraLch out

r¿hatever he f elt was a mistake. His self portrait showed

painstaking attention to replication. All òolors in the

picture had to match whaE he rras wearing at the time. When

I spoke with his teacher for the past two years she

concurred regarding hís perfectionism but felt it had

inproved since last year. I,Ihereas previously he had been

extremely $¡ithdrawn, afraid that he would do something

lrrong and asked very few questions she now found him more

relaxed, participaÈing with the group, and ttbubbling over

with enthusiasm" for his work this year. He did not have

any difficulties in school. Significantly, she mentioned

that Darren had once told his Èeacher he did not think his

mother loved hin. However, Evelyn described hirn as a child

with whom it qras to difficult Èo be affectionate as he kept

his distance and would stiffen when hugged.

During the home vis it after the initial intake

interview it became clear that the most significant event
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in this family'" lives had been the murder which had

precipitated his fathert s incarceration. At the time,

Evelyn and her husband had been separated for approxiroately

four monËhs. Gordon, her former husband, had persisted in

jealously tracking her whereabouts. A married male friend

of the faroily had dropped by to check on Evelyn as was

often his custom. Obviously assuming a tryst, Gordon burst

Ëhrough the back door of the house and fired nine shoEs

which killed the man. Evelyn said her oldest son had been

awake but the ot.her tero boys had I'slept through the

incidentr'. Darrents older brother vras still openly

emotional about the murder and had been seeing a school

social vrorker for therapy. Evelyn harbored a great deal of

anger at her former husband. Darren said he ü/as happy to

be rid of his father. "He I s where he belongsrr. Darren

refused to have anyËhing to do with his father--throwing

any letters in the garbage. As Balicki (1987) notes, the

violence children witness in their homes can definitely

have a behavioral and emot.ional irnpact.

Regarding support systerns, this farnily appeared

somewhat impoverished. Evelyn was not c lose to her fanily

and did not see them often, although the children spent

time with their maternal grandfather. Although she

appeared outgoing and friendly, she reporÈed having only

one close friend and another wonan friend in the community.
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However, she did not perceive this as a problem.

Goals for therapy thaE were defined and priorized with

Eve lyn rnrere :

I . Ëo decreas e aggres s ion. She wished Darren would

throw fewer tantrums, pick fer¿er fights with his brothers,

and decrease his bullying.

2. decrease his lying.

3. to begin to talk nore about his feelings.

Intervention: I sa\t Darren for seventeen individual

sessions and met with his mother individually at her home

on two occas ions .

Darren enjoyed a variety of different play rnedia

such as drawing pictures, use of play figures, board games,

story telling, and action pley with a ball or frisbee. He

was a fantastic story-te11er, showing great imagination and

creativity in developing his characters and often

accompanying the story with sound effects. There s¡as ofÈen

a recurrent space theme where he or another male would

journey into space aloDs¡ On two occasions when I asked if

he felt his farnily and friends \douLd niss hin if he vrent

away on a space-ship he said no.

Therapy concentrated on four areas essentially;

Darrenr s strong defenses againsË any types of feelings, his

perfect.ionism, his perceptions about violence and his

denial of his father's presence in his Life. Each issue
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\di11 be discussed briefly.

Darren rlas very highly defended against any expression

of feelings. Sensitive questions would be met with "I
donr Ë know.r' Anytine \¿e talked about f eelings or I would

te11 a story about a character and ask if he had ever felt

that way he would say no. He said he never felt sad and he

said he never had any problems. The only time he would

acknor,¡1edge f eel ings rüas in playing Richard Gardner I s

"Thinking, Feeling, Doing'r (1973) game. Respecting his

defenses, I continued to talk about feelings but always in

the contexE of other characters or myself and never

solicited comments from hiru directly unless he volunteered.

Darren continued !o be perfectionistic and show lack

of confidence in risking failure in areas he did not excel

in. However, he ¡rou1d often adnit his shortcomings and we

r¿ould r¿ork in that area to build his feelings of

competence. IIe received pos it ive reinforcement for the

many things he did do we11. In addition I modelled by

personal example and story telling how it r{es O.K. to make

mistakes and that t'even adults made mistakes.rl

There rùas also e recurrent theme of violence in

Darrent s stories or he ¡rou1d taLk smugly about beating his

brothers up. We talked about other ways Èo solve a

problem, eiÈher directly or indirectly through

story-te11ing. However, in a section regarding whor s Ëo
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blame for family violence in Diane Davis t s Something is

I,Irong at My House: A Book AbouE Parenrrs Fighting (I985)

that v¡e read toget.her, Darren r¡ras very quick to say v¡ithout

pronpting that this \./as an adult problem for which children

should not feel respons ible. However, bes ides getting a

divorce (as his parents had done) t¡e could not conceive of

another vray to solve the conf 1ict.

Reading a book about anger (Simonr s, (L974) I Was So

Mad) precipitaËed dialogue from Darren about his not liking

his father; even before the shooting. He could not think

of one thing he liked abouË his faEher. He'made references

Ëo hov¡ he had not liked his yelling and screaming at home

buË would not go into any further detail when I tried to

pursue it.

Any reference to Darrenr s father was repeatedly met

r^¡ith the retort of "I donrL got a f.ather." I,Ihen I asked

hin why he said this he said t'We11, they got divorced." I,Ie

talked about ho¡+ parents can be divorced but he still had a

father, He also denied that this was any kind of loss as

he could always spend time with his friend I s father. It

became clear to me that, Darrents disdain for his father was

a reflection of his mother t s angry feelings. This

prevented Darren from ackno¡sledging any positive influence,

however sma11, or'positive personal qualities attribuËab1e

Ëo his father that night reside within Darren. His father
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\,¡as simply a horrible one dimensional character who had

commicted a heinous crime. rn an individual session with

Evelyn abouE this natter she resisted xûy wish Eo talk in

Ëherapy with Darren about his faËher in r¡rays such as "how

are you differenErr or "Ehe same as your father". she fetË

Ehat r was trying to change Darrents mind about his father

which r denied. r explained thaE r was sinply in the

beginning phases of geEEing Darren Lo talk about his father

and see him for Ëhe individual he was. However, his coming

Eo terms with Lhis and Ëhe shooting would be a long

proces s. Darren \{as onry able to acknowledge his faËher I s
presence on the fifteenth session.

upon terminaEion of rherapy, Evelyn staEed thaE Darren

had begun initiating co-operaËive play with his older
broLher. A1so, a cousin of Evelynrs who had not seen

Darren since therapy began now found hin ttmore open, more

fun loving, and out-going. "
There is a shorËcoming in this intervention. In

retrospec E, r ¡¿ould have liked to spend more Èine with
Darren on the theme of fanily *riolence. As Darren r¡ras noE

Lhe only one affected by this, faniry sessions would have

been helpful also.
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Section 6.5: A Remarried fS-_i_l:.

Case 5: Leo

Leo arrived escorted by his stepfaEher PeLer. Leo,

large in síze for his âger fu11 of energy, and dressed in

faded blue jeans was a marked contrasL Lo PeEer who r.ras

small boned, well-dressed, and pleasant but reserved. The

seven year old engaged readily wiLh me. I^fhile Peter f il1ed

out the intake forms Leo drew colorful, cheerful pictures

indicating skills appropriate to his developmenEal 1eve1.

The forms \,rere bold and he confidently filled in every

square inch with drawings or co1or. I showed hirn the play

room. He wanted Eo explore furËher so we walked around the

universiEy.

IIis mother had phoned the Psychological Service

Centre, having heard of my work through word of mouth. She

explained Ëhat ühis was her second marriage. Leo had a one

year old half-broEher, A11an, who was a producÈ of Èhe

currenÈ union. She and Leors father had separated when Leo

rìras one and a half. The Èwo nere alone togeEher until she

met Pet.er a year and a half 1aÈer. PeEer had moved in with

t,hem within monEhs. Essent ially he had been nore presenE

in Leors life than his naEural father who lived in MonEreal

and whom he saw only a few times a year.

PresenÈing concerns: PeÈer and Karen felt they had

seen a change in Leors behavior over the pasÈ year=. AE
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home he vras becoming more argumentative and Karen especially

rras having difficulty enforcing daily rules and

expectations. At school his teacher described hin as being

more aggressive, showing poor aEEention, and not following

directions r¡e11. However he r¡ras not jeopardízíng his

school year.

Both parents also felt thaE Leo had never resolved his

parentsr divorce and appeared in conflict over having tr{o

fathers, to neither of whom he attached because of the

guilt involved in hurting the oÈherr s feelings. Thirdly,

both parents, especially Karen were cognízant of their

contribuËion in fostering or escalating Leor s negative

behaviors and wanted some feedback about things they vrere

doing that should be altered.

Assessment: the questionnaires completed at intake

showed that this family had experienced a great deal of

stress recently. They had moved Èo a nevr house, had a

baby, and Karen and Peter had married. They rrere willing

to acknowledge that all these changes ( change in loca1e and

change from only child to older brother) may have had sooe

part in the behavior change Leo r¡ras exhibiting. Both Karen

and Peter had strong fanily and friendship support

neËworks. They appeared to be a harried couple who lrere

somewhat over extended with commitments to either work or

community activities. Both rdere employed fu11 time in

demanding careers.
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This lras Peter I s first marriage. He had become

father at the time he became a live-in partner.

Peter talked about his frustration at times with Leor s

noË acknowledging him in more of a Lather role. There was

also some disappoinÈment regarding Leo I s having divided

loyalties between Peter and his naEural father, especially

since Peter had been more of a father fígure for a longer

period of time than Leors natural father. He and Karen

sÈi11 had unresolved parenting issues regarding Leo that

had caused such serious conflict in their relationship that

he had retreated on his sEand sinply Eo keeþ the peace. At

this point, Karen was primarily respons ible for any major

decisions or disciplining regarding Leo. This family was

facing issues common to many remarried families.

McGoldrick and Carter (t980, p.273) outline a number of

predictors of difficulty in naking the transition to

remarriage. Three were especially evident in this fanily:

1. rrThe inability to give up the ideal of the intact

f irst f arnily and move to a new conceptual model of f amilytt.

PeÈer had no previous experience with parenting and

expected that Leo should respond to hirn in the same way as

his orùn child wou1d.

2. rrEfforts to draw firn boundaries around the ne\¡¡

household membership and push for primary loyalty and

cohesiveness in the nerr fanily.tt Although Karen and Peter
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never resËricted Leor s access to his faEher, Lhey could not

undersEand how he could have divided loyalties. This made

it diff icult for Leo to accept boEh farhers in his 1ife.

3. "Denial of differences and difficulties and

acEing tas if t this is just an ordinary household." Af Ler

four years of living wich Leo, PeEer was s ti11 relegated to

the background regarding parenting of Leo. lIe and Karen

sti11 had unresolved parenting issues.

Thomas and Chess (fggO) calt< about fit between

temperamenL of parent and chi1d. Leo, Èhe highly

kinesthetic, rambuncEious child was metched itith Ev/o

cerebral parenEs who spenË leisure t ime involved in more

sedenEery pursuiEs. Itis high energy and need to be acËive

\{as especially bothersome to Peter who \tas not inLeresLed

in the typicaL boyhood pursuits of basebal1, footba1l, or

soccer.

trle defined and priotized therapy goals:

I. To change the interaction between Leo and Karen Eo

a more pos it ive tone , for example , les s disagreement s .

2. To help Leo resolve his divided loyalty to both

f athers.

Intervention: I sar¡ Leo for twelve sessions

individually. Two fanily seseions, one couple session, and

one individual session with Karen were also scheduled. My

general focus was t.o facilitace expression of whar the
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remarried fanily experience \{as like for this faroily and

offeÊ ways Ehat iE could be improved. I also felt it

imporËanË Lo provide some educaEion to Karen and PeEer in

this aÊea.

Play activicies with Leo \rere varied; sËory-Ee11ing,

reading, board games, exploring, and a broad range of

kinesthetic activities Ehat vrere his favorite, such as

soccer, kicking a ba11, throwing a frisbee, playing caEch,

and dodge ba11. The firsÈ half ot sessions were usuatly

sedentary and Èhe l-aËer action orienËed.

One day, after reading a book called All Kinds of

Families by Norma Simon (L976), which talks abouE many

different Eypes of families, I asked Leo who was in his

fanily. He perceived his biological father Claude as part

of his fanily and wished that he could live with he, his

broËher and Peter and Karen. I told hin I thought he was

exEra lucky because he had ËÍro dads. IIe said he didnr t

think so. After the fifth session Leo began asking his

mother questions about Eheir divorce and blamed her for Ehe

break-up. She explained to hirn Èhat neither Claude nor she

had been happy and Èhat it had been besÈ for all involved.

During the first farnily session we worked through a

genogram. Karenr s was Èhe only divorce on either s ide of

the fanily. There were no role models in either fanily

regarding how to form a remarried farnily. In addition, Leo
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knew of only one child whose parents r¡rere divorced. As

both Peter and Karen were highly cognitively oriented, I

gave them McGoldrick and Carter t s chapter on remarried

farnilies ( 1980) to read in preparation for our next

session. 0ur second session focused on this and a

discussion regarding Peter and Karenr s different parenting

styles. I knerrr Peter was relegated to the periphery in

parenting Batcers regarding Leo. I asked if this v¡as their

intention also with their new son. Neither had thought of

this and agreed that they should at tempt to resolve this

matter. Peter had previously f elt Karen did not vrant hirn

to take more of an active role. Meanwhile, Karen was now

wanting his support.

In an individual session Karen was able to talk about

how she had more of an appreciation of Leors qualities and

real ízed, perhaps his environment could at Èimes be changed

to match his Eemperanerit. She gave an example of his

private school where he may not ttfittt because of its

emphas is on s tudy, rules , and conf ornity. She nor¡r seÍr it

as more acceptable that he did not rrfiErr in certain

environments. We also talked about how one aspect of

Karenr s parenting style was ineffectual with Leo. Rather

than inposing her will on hirn she had always appealed to

his sense of reason and conscience. I explained that

developmentally these concepts rdere only norÍ approaching
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Leors grasp. Furthermore, children need and expect parenEs

Eo impose some sense of structure in rheir lives Lo give

them a sense of security. She \¡¡as later to report that her

inÈeractions with her son erere becoming more harmonious.

At the conclusion of therapy Peter listed the

following points as being salient outcomes of their

exper ience wi th therapy :

1. It had served as a catalys t for communication

about previously unresolved issues between he and Karen.

2. They had more of an understanding of Leo.

3. They could be more firn and clear in enforcing

certain limits with him.

Both also felt Èhat they had changed their

expecEations of their farnily experience and no longer

sought to replicate a typical first marriage nuclear family

model.
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CHAPTER 7

EVALUAT ION

Section 7.I: Introduction

Evaluat.ion must be considered an integral part of

practice. Ultimately, our inËerventions must be guided and

validated by quantitaEive data that points to the efficacy

of our methods rather than a subjective feeling that "Ëhis

seemed to help". During the assessment period,

practitioner and client define the problem( s ) and a

comprehensive assessment is done on r¡hich "pl"ific 
goals

for treatnent arrived at by practitioner and client are

based. An instrument may be used to aid in Ehe assessment

and help measure the problem prior to intervention to gain

a baseline. Based on the Eoral data gathered, a specific

intervention is planned. The same instrunent may be Lrsed

on a post-intervention basis to see if behaviors outlined

as part of the goals have changed (Bloom & Fischer,1982).

For the purposes of this practicum, Èhe behavior

problem scales (see Appendix II for a copy) in Achenbachrs

Child Behavior Checklist were used as the insÈrument Èo

assess a childr s pre and posË inËervention funcÈioning.

Consisting of lI8 items (a1ong with two questions for

parents to write in ansrvers) that can be scored with three

values from zeto to two to a ltraximum total value of 240,

this measure has been standardized on 2r300 children ages
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four to sixteen. The scales are designed to contribure to

diagnostic formulatíons by providing pictures of parents I

vier¿s of their childrens I problems rather than caLegorical

or diagnostic labels. Achenbach & Edelbrock (t98:, p. I24)

advise that parentsr data t'can be integrated with the

developmental history, clinician's observation of the child

and parents, intervier¡ irnpressions, f amily dynamics, school

reports, psychological and achievement tes t data, and

rnedical findings" to help gaín a holistic overview of the

child and their behavior during Ehe assessment phase.

The behavior problem items have demonstrated a high

test and retest reliability. InLraclass correlation

coefficients (fCC)* were .838 (p(.001). Content validity

\{as demonsErated by the fact that clinically referred

children received significantly higher scores (p(.005) than

demographically matched nonreferred children on 116 of the

118 behavior problen items. Significant correlation v¡ith

other behaviot rating scales and between ernpirically

derived syndromes and Lhe behavior problem scales provided

*The ICC reflects the portion of total variance in

scores that are associated with differences among

themselves, after Ehe variance due to a particular

of unreliability has been subtracÈed (ecnenbach &

Edelbrock, 1983).

item

the items

source
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evidence of consEruct validity. Using referral for menÈa1

health services as a criterion, Achenbach & Edelbrock

presenÈ evidence for criterion related validity by showing

significanË differences (p(.001) between demographically

sinilar referred and nonreferred children on all scores

for all sex/age groups.

Raw behavior problem scores will be referred Èo as

Achenbach & Edelbrock fel c these were superior Eo any of

Èhe more specif ic scales as a good index of differences

beÈween children whose reported behavior proqlems are in

the "clinical" versus t'normaltt range. ttThe total behavior

problem score can also be used...for assessing change as a

function of time or interventionrr(Achenbach & Edelbrock,

1983, p. I 73 ) . Table I shows the cut off points for toral

behavior problem scores. Behavior problen scores above

those in Table I aEe considered to be in the clinical range.

TableL-PageL32

The behavior problem scales were ad¡ninístered to

parents (preferably to both parents if aÈ all possible) at

the intake interview and t.hen again afEer termination of

Èherapy. It was hoped that improvemenÈs in behavior would
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Table 1:

Cut off points for total behavior problem scores (Achenbach

& Edelbrock, 1983, p. 63).

Age Girls Boys

4-5 42 42

6-r I 37 40

12-16 37 3 I
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be shown by decreases in scores; preferably to below

clinical levels. However b7e should not be too quick to

herald changes in ratings of children receiving clinical

services as undispuËed indicaËors of the efficacy of our

brilliant treaLment strategies. Changes may reflect a

variety of f actors, individually or cunulatively, which ïre

would have difficulty conErolling for. They may have

occurred s irnply because of the healing qualities of the

passage of time such as r¡ith a grief reaction or mastering

of a developmental milestone. Raterrs judgments that are

determined by their ov/n attitudes and beha.rior" toward the

children may have changed a ¡.¡e11 as actual changes in the

children themselves. Al 1 we can clearly say is there have

not or there have been changes in the scores. Causality, at

best, can only be speculatively inferred.

Section 7.2: Evaluation of Outcome

As stated in Chapter 4, one of the objectives of this

practicum was Èo offer therapy services to children ages

four to nine and their families in the community where the

child was experiencing emotional and/or behavioral problems

for whatever reason. IÈ was felt that decreases on the

behavior problem scales of the Achenbach Child Behavior

Checklist (on the basis of pre and post intervention

scores) would give an indication if the child was

experiencing fewer emoËiona1 or behavioral problems after
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Èhe intervention. I.lhether parents reported satisfacÈion

r¿ith the services Ehey received as reflected in their

response on t.he client Feedback Questionnaire (see Appendix

III), adroinistered upon termination of service, Eay also be

taken as an indicator of sotne success in service provision.

As parenEs of all five children discussed earlier co¡trpleted

pre and post intervention behavior problem scales, results of

each will be discussed. ResulËs are sumnarízed in Table 2.

Table2-Page135

However it is not appropriate to make conparisons beEween

any childrensr scores because each intervention r¡as

individualized to the parEicular child and their unique

siÈuaEion"

Case I Ileather: Heatherrs motherrs pretest behavior

problen scales indicated a relr score of f9 and an increase

to 23 on the post test. Although both pre and posË tesr

scores are well belol¡ the clinícal range, Heather I s general

fearfulness and specifically, her fear of entering the

school baÈhroom certainly nade her life difficult. The

increase in scores remains a puzzLes since by ny observation

parents I and school personnels I reporËs, Ileather made
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Tab 1e 2 :

Differences Between Pre and Post Intervention Scores on the

Behavior Problem ScaIes of the Achenbach Child Behavior

Checklist.

Pretest I fort test

Case I: Heather

CompleËed by: Mother

re I zz

I

below lclinical range

Case 2z Sydney

Completed by: Father

23 I ,ro

I

I

below lclinical range

Case 3: Jason

Completed by: Mother

I

82 | 38

in clinical I U.tor clinical range

rang" I

Case 4: Darren 51 I zo

Completed by: Mother in clinical I Ueto* clinical range

rang" I

Case 5: Leo

Completed by: Mother 73 I ZS

in clinical I Uetor clinical range

rang" I

Step-faËher 91 I gO

in clinical I i" clinical range

range
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significant progress Ëowards meeEing her goals. Indeed,

there are decreased scores in rhe items of ttnervousnesstt,

ttf earf ulnesstt, and ttanxioustt, and ttshy or Limidrt. It is

interesL.ing to noËe Ehat lleathert s moEher raEed some iËems

as higher such as over eaLing pos t tes t, a1 Ehough she

reported HeaLher had 1osÈ weight. She also raLed her aE

almost. always "under-acEive and slor¡r movittgtt when initially

Lhis had been scored zeÊo. Perhaps Ehe therapeutic

encount,er which included consisEenE input from Ehe school

personnel and myself nay have served Eo heighten her

awareness of the exEent of the difficulties HeaEher was

experiencing relative to her peers.

Case 2 Sydney: Sydneyr s f aÈherr s score on t.he

behavior problem iLems was 23 at preEesË and 10 post test.

Both scores were wel-1 below the clinical range for a child

of his age. AE Eermination he showed scores of zero on Lhe

items describing 'robsession with deaEhrr, "reaness Eo othersrr

and 'rhaving temper ËanErumsrr. These had been presenÈing

concerns and goals for Eherapy.

Case 3 Jason: Jasonr s mothert s preÈesË score on the

behavior probLem items r,ras 82 and 38 post Eest. The preEest

score \ras more Ëhan double the cut off score for the

clinical range. Post Eest was below the clinical range.

Two goals for therapy had been a decrease in Jasonrs angry

and aggtessive behavior. He showed decreased scores on Èhe
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tt"rguingtt, ttcruelLy and meaness to otherstt, and

"disobediencet' iËems. A1so, getting along with others

became no problem. trIhereas he previously shor¿ed

psychosomatic symptoms in four areas this \¡¡as only a

problem in one area pos t tes t .

Case 4 Darren: Darrents motherts pretest score on the

behavior problem items was 51 (in the clinical range) and

26 post test (not within the clinical range). Two

behavioral goals for therapy had been a decrease in

aggÊession and temper Èantrums. Darren showed post test

scores of zer-o on items such as ttdesËroying'of his oÌ^rn or

otherrs propertytt, ttdisobedience at homett, ttgetting along

with children", and "physically atËacking others".

Previously these had been scored as two or happening ofÈen

or always. There was also a decrease in Ëhe items

regarding ttarguing a lotrr and ttcruelty and bullying of

otherstt.

Case Leo: Leors step-fatherr s scores pre and post

test for the behavior problem items were 91 and 90 (in Ehe

clinical range) respectively. His mother I s pretest score

qras 73 and 25 posÈ test. This is unusual because Achenbach

& Edelbrock talk about a very high interparent agreement of

.985 on item scores. They go on to state thaÈ when t\.ro

parents disagree markedly, the reasons should be explored.
rrlf one parent report.s many more problems Èhan the other,

it should be asked ¡¡hether this reflects such factors as
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one parent I s ignorance, lack of tolerance, greater

sensitivity, poor reality ËesEing, or more negaEive impact

on Ëhe child'r (ecnenbach & Edelbrock, 1983, p. 46) .

Karen had many of Ehe same concerns about Leor s

behavior but generally scored them as les s prevalent than

Peter had. She admitted in Ëhe intake inLerview thaL she

Eended to be less objecEive and more lenient because she

had seen Leo grovr and develop from infanthood whereas PeLer

did noE have that hisLory. Also, one of the presenEing

concerns had been her conflict wich Leo re: expectaLions

and lirnit setting. They reported less conflict in these

arees aE terminaEion of therapy and it is very 1ike1y EhaL

she may have perceived a significant improvement in his

behavior. Indeed Ehere \rere pos it ive changes in s cores on

items such as ttargues a 1oLtt, ttdisobedient aE homett,

ttstubborn, su11en, and irriLablett, and ttsulks a loEtt.

In summary, Ëhree children showed narked decreases in

scores on Èhe behavior problern scales, especially on items

thaË lrere problemaEic at time of referral and designated as

behaviors to be decreased or e1i¡qinaEed by the therapeutic

process. I.Ihile one parenË felc no changes had been made

the other pârenË scored t.he pre and post tesÈs differenEly,

possibly reflecting changes in her behavior and aEtitude

towards her son. A fifth childr s parent showed her posE

EesË score as increasing although many of the presenting

problem behaviors had inproved according to parenÈa1 and
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school personnel I s report and therapistts observation.

0n the client satisfaction questionnaire all parents

ranked the quality of service received as either good or

excel lent. A1 I said that the services received helped them

deal more effectively with their problems. In an overal1,

general sense all were mostly satísfied with the service

they received. All would also return to the program should

Ëhey wish to seek help again.

In retrospect, I would have made Èwo changes in ny

evaluaEion process. First, where appropriate I would have

used additional measures such as the Teachei I s Report Form

and Direct Observation Form (ecnenbach & Edelbrock, 1983).

Secondly, it would have been informative to have sent the

behavior problem s cales to perents three or s ix months

afÈer termination of therapy Lo evaluate long tern effecEs

of the therapeutic endeavour.
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CITAPTE R E IGHT

CONCLU S IONS

I considered the opportuniEy to do a pracEicum a

privilege, a Eremendous luxury. One is afforded Lhe

opportuniEy Lo pracÈice social work under the mosL ideal

kinds of circumstances; with a select number of cases in an

area of your or^rn choosing. Supervision is usually

excellent. There is an opportunity to develop a depth of

knowledge, plan, discuss, and ponder the course of Eherapy.

This is in direcE contrasE with the realities of day Èo day

social work practice.

I have had Ëhe ,opportuniËy Èo see Lheory cone alive.

It is tremendously exciting to read something and then

later see it unfold in front of your eyes in a totally

predicrable fashion and having the assurance that you know

whaL you are doing.

As outlined earlier, one of the objectives of this

precLicum had been to:

a) develop skil1s in use of play Èherapy and;

b) further develop skills in work with farnilies and

systems impacting upon Ehem, and;

c) integraEe this vithin an ecological perspecEive.

These objectives have been satisfied through Ëhe rich

and challenging learning experience afforded by Ëhis practicum.

I have been exposed to theory regarding child

development, the ecological perspectiverand used various
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EherapeuEic modalities such as play and family Eherapy. As

my pracLicum was ski11 based and the presenting concerns

var ied, it rras also necessary to develop a kno\rledge of

literaEure and the associated meÈhodologies in mos E of the

problem areas children I saw \Àrere having difficulty in,

such as sexual abuse, phobias, grief, violence in Ehe

fanily, and adjustment Lo a remarried fanily situation. The

knor¿ledge base for such a pracËicum must necessarí1y be

broad. It was necessary for me Lo expand my attay of

intervenuion techniques and skills and become more creaeive

in employing those Èechniques and skil1s with which I was

already faniliar.

As I had no previous therapy experience with children

prior to ny practicum, this was the area of greaEesË growÈh

for me. My appreciation for children and their unique

world views was broadened. I had to become accustomed Eo

Ëhe demands of this type of Eherapy with its noncognitive

focus and highly syubolic content. I became more

spontaneous and creaËive in the use of myself and various

roedia such as toys r tape recorders, books, and art

materials, Clearly, social work educaEion needs Eo

incorporaEe knowledge about child development and how Èo

engage with children in its curriculum.

Although it would have been EempÈing to have

maintained my primary focus in the play therapy aÊea, this
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Trould have been largely self serving and s imply poor social

work practice.

In every circumstance where a child \{astrstuckttor

having difficulty making therapeuÈic progress, no change

r.¡ou1d occur until parents also had an opporÈunity to

explore and discuss their own feelings about the issues the

child was srruggling wirh. Harrer's (t9ll, f983)

discussion about. how childrenr s feelings are inextricably

linked to and affected by Èhose of Eheir parents came alive

in ny therapeutic q¡ork. Based on this experience in ny

practicum, I would urge everyone doing therapeutic work

with children to incorporate fanily sessions in the

assessment process and whenever necessary in the course of

Ëherapy. This view is also borne out in the literature on

therapeutic work v¡ith children experiencing grief reactions

(Becker, L967; Kane, 1979; I,Iarmbrõd, 1986) and receiving

treatment for sexual abuse (Waternan, 1986).

In conclusion, I must say that conpleËion of this

practicum has strengËhened ny commitment Èo centre practice

rvithin an ecological perspective. I.Ie can never lose sight

of the individual in context of their siEuation.
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THE UNIVERSIry OF M,{NITOBA PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICE CENTRE Winnipeg, Manirt.¡ba
Canada RIT lNl
t204t 1t-1-9222

0ctuber 4 l98j

Director o I Re habilitalion Se rvice¡^
CNIB
lt:ltll Purt¿ge Ave
Winnipeg, M¿ntioba
R3G JM3

Dear

As you are aware, I have returûed t0 the LTniversity of Manitoba to finish my
gradua[e tlegree in clinical social work Part of my learning experience requires af,
exûensive practicum in my Lreaof specializal,íon Therefore, I am offering my services
as one other community resource to consider for therapeutic intervention for visually
impaired children during the l9E1-8ó school year

My target population is cbildren betveen lhe ages of l'our and níoe vho are
shoving behavioral or emotional problems in the home or aû schooi. In addition
therapy may be consídered t'or children vho have suffered a particular ürauma such as

recent extensive hospitalizations loss of vision, or loss in the family due to separation
divorce. 0r death of a family member I vilt be abte to provide extensive ínvolvement
with the child along with his or her significant others as necessary, as my vork
proceeds from a holístic perspective vhich considers both child and social context. For
ühis reasoo, upon rcfertal, it should be múe clear thaL parents and
signiticant others should expecû to be ínvolved in the therapeuûic process (Convenient
evening appointments can be atraaged.\

All vork vill be doae ¿t the Psychological Service Centre, University of
Manitoba, under close supervísion of my advisor, Dr Kathryn Saulnier Reports víll be

prepared for referral resources upon request.

If you should have any further questions or vish to make a relerral at [his time,
please do not hesit¿te to cotrt¿ct me at the Psychological Service Centre G74-9??Zl lor
messages or at my home

Tha¿k you for your consideration

Sincerely,

Lesia Shepel, 8.4., B.S.V.

Kathrya M. S¿uluier, Ph.D.
A.ssist¿ot Professor
Clinical .Associate

/Ã¡

-a

ilUMI'\Þ.-
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$/innipeg, Maniroba
Canada RiT lN2

(204\ 4i1-9222
0ctober 4 l9EI

A¡-sistant Director
Child C¿re ¿nd Development Branr:h
De partment of Educarion
Rm. Zt.l6-1181 Poruge .,{ve
Winnipeg, Manitogø
R3G |:|T3

De¿r

As you are z\Ìa.re,l have returoed t0 the Univesity of Manitoba to finish my
graduate degree in clinical social vork. Part of my iearning experience requires an
exteosive practicum in my area of specialaation Theretbre, I am offeriog my services
as one oûher community resource to consider for therapeutic interventioo for visually
impaired children during rhe l98J-E6 school year.

My rarget population is children betveen the ages of four aûd nine who are
shoving behavioral or emotional problerns in the home or at school. In addition,
therapy nay be considered for childreo \¡ho have suflþred a particular trauma such as
recent extensive hospitalÞations, loss of vision, or loss in the family due to separation
divorce. or death of a famity member I vill be able to provide exrensive involvemenr
vith the child along vith his or her significant others as necessary, as my vork
proceeds from a holistic perspective vhicb considers both chíld and socíal coûtext,. For
this reason, upon referral, it should be made chear thatpareots and
significant olhers should expec[ to be involved in the therapeulic process. (Convenient
evening appointmenls can be amanged.)

All vork vill be doae at the Psychological Sen¡ice Centre, University of
Manitoba, under close supervision of my advisor, Dr Kathryn Saulnier Reports vill be
prepared for referral resources upon request.

If you should have aay further questions or vish to nake a referral at this time.
please do not hesiøte ûo coot¿ct me ¿t the Psychological Service Cenrre G74-9222j îr:r
messages or at my home

Thank you for your consider¿tion.

Sincerely,

LesiaShepel,BA,BSW

Kathryn M. S¿ulnier, Ph.D
Assisønt Professor
Clinical Associ¿te

PSYCHOLOGIC.A,L SERVICE CENTRE
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.I TIE UNIVERSIfi OI.'M.ANITOI}A PSYCHOLOCICÂL SIRVIC.L CTNTRE

February t,198ó

l5 9

\Xr'innipeg, Maniroba
Canada R3T 2N?

(204\ 171-9222

c/o D¿niel McInüyre School
720 Alverstone Sr.
Yinnipeg, Manitoba
R3E zHT

Dear

As you &Îe L\Iùte,I have returned Lo the UÂiversiry of M¿nitoba to finish my
gra'duatn degree in clinical social vork. Part of my learaing experience requires an
extensive practicum in my area of specialization. Therefore, I a¡o offering my services
asi one other com munity resource to consider for therapeutic iatervention for visually
impaired cbildren during the 1986 school year.

My ørget popuiatioo is children belveen Lhe ages of four and nine vho are
showing behavioral or emoLioaal problems in the home or at school. In addition,
therapy may be considered for children vho h¿ve suffered a particular trauna such as
recent extensive hospitalilzations, loss of vision, or loss in the family due Lo separation,
divorce, or death of a family member. I vill be ¿ble to provide extensive involvemeot
with the child along vith his or her significant others as o.ecess¿ry, as ny vork
proceeds from a holistic perspecüive vhicb considers both child and social coût€x[. For
this reason, upon referral, iù should be made cle¿r that parents and significaûü othsrs
should expect to be irvolved ir the therapeutic process. (Conveoient evening
appointmeats can be arranged.)

All vork vill be done at the Psychological Service Ceatre, University of
M¿nitoba, under close supervisioo of my advisor, Dr. Kathryn S¿ulnier. Reports vill be
prepared for referral resources upon request.

If you should have any further questions or vish Lo nake a referral af, this time,
please do oot hesitate to cont¿ct me at the Psychological Service Centre G74-92?2) tor
messages or at my home

Thank you for your coosideraùion.

Sin cerely,

Lesia Shepel, B.A.,B.S.W.

Kathryn M. Saulnier, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor
Clinic¿l Associa¿e
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Area Service DirecEor
Chi 1d Gu idanc e C1 in ic
700 Elgin Avenue
hlinnipeg, Manitoba
R3E IB2

Dear Sir,

My name is Lesia Shepel and I am a graduate sEudent in
clinical social work. As you rnay know, part of my learning
experience requires an extensive practicum in my area of
specializaÈion. Therefore I am offering my services as one
other community resource to consider for Ëherapeutic
incervention for children during the 1986 school year.

I am presenELy looking for referrals of four to nine year
o1d children whom you feel could benefiË from shorE term
individual therapy incorporaEing various modalities of play.
As I am using an ecological perspective, all relevanL sysLems
in the childrs life such as family, exÈended farnily, school and
oLhers are worked with as necessary. Use of particular
therapeuËic approaches such as arL, story-te11ing, movement and
puppetry ate determined aft.er assessmenE and individually
tailored Eo each child's needs and interesEs.

Examples of some appropriate referrals r¡ou1d be children
who may be undergoing medical or surgical procedures, suffering
loss from dearh of a family member or separation of a parenE or
any recent trauna such as sexual abuse Lhat has adversely
af.f.ected their lives.

All r¿ork will be done at the Psychological Service Centre,
Universicy of Manitoba, under close supervision of my advisor,
Dr. Kathryn Saulnier. Children will be seen until June.
Reports will be prepared for referral resources upon request.

If you should have eny further questions or wish to make a
referral et this time, please do not hesitaEe to conLacE me at
Ehe Psycholoeical Service CenÈre (474-9222) for messages or aE
my home ( ).

Thank you for your consideration.

S incere 1y:

Lesia Shepel B.A. , B.S.W
M. S.!¡. Graduate StudenE.

Kathryn Saulnier , Ph. D.
AssisEanË Professor
CIinical Associate



Appendix II: Instruments Used During Assessment

- Behavior Poblem Scales of the

Auchenbach Child Behavior Checklist

- Morrison Centre Health and History Form

- The Social-Demographic Data Sheet
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CHILD BEHAVIOUR CHECKLIST

CHILD I S NAME:

CHILD ? S SEX: CHILD I S AGE:

Thís form is filled out by:

MOTHER-FATHER OTHER

YOUR NAME

Parent I s type of work. (Please be specific- for example:
auto mechani-c, high school teacher, homemaker, show salesman.)

FATHERIS TYPE OF tr,IORK:

MOTHER ' S TYPE OF I^JORK:

DATE:
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Below is a list of items thaE describe children. For each item
that describes your child noI^t or within the past I2 months,
please circle iulne 2 if Èhe item is very true or often true of
your child. Circle the 1 if the item is somewhat or sometimes
true of your child. If the item is not true of your child,
circle the 0. Circle either rrYrt (Yes) or rrNrr (No) to indicate
whether the behaviour is currently a problem.

Very or 0ften True
S omewha t
Not True

or SomeÈimes True
rì

Is this a
problem
for You ?

Acts too young for his/her age. 2

2) Allergy (describe)
lota

8.

Argu e s

As t hma

2

2

2

2

2

0

0

5.

6.

7.

Behaves like opposite sex
Bowel movements outside toilet
Bragging, boastíng
Canr t concentrate,
attention for long

can t Ë pay

Can't get his/her mind off certain
thoughts: obsessions (describe)

10. Can't sit sti11, restless or hyperactive.
11. Clings to adults or too dependent
12. Complains of loneliness
13. Confused or seems Ëo be in a fog
L4. Cries a 1ot
15. Cruel to animals
L6. Cruelty, bullying or meanness to others
17. Day-dreams or gets lost in his/her

thoughts ...
18. Deliverately harms self or attempts i

suicide
19. Demands a lot of attention
20. Destroys his/her ovrn things . . .

21. Destroys Èhings belonging to his/her
f arnily or o ther childr en

22. Disobedient at home

23. Disobedient at school

L2
L2

012
012
012
012
012

Y

Y

N

N

0I2
0i2

Y

Y

Y

0

0

0

024. Doesn't eat well



Very or 0ften True
S omewha t
Not True

or Sometimes True

J"6 4

Is this a
problem
for you?

27.

28.

25. Doesnrt get along with other children 0 I
26 . Doesnr t seem to feel guilËy af ter

misbehaving 0 I
Easily jealous 0 I
EaÈs or drinks things that are not food 0 1

(describe)
29. Fears cerËain animals, situations

or places
30. Fears going to school
31. Fears he/she might think or do

something bad

32. Feels he/she has to be perfect
33. Feels or complains that no one

loves him/her . ... .,..
34. Feels other are out to get him/her
35. Feels r¡rorthless or inf erior
36. GeËs hurt a 1oË, ac.cident-prone
37 . Gets in many fights
38. Gets teased a lot
39. Hangs around with children r¿ho

get in trouble
40. Hears things that aren't Ëhere (describe).

2YN
2YN
2vN

012 Y N

OI2 Y N

012 Y N

0i2 v N

Oiz Y N

012 Y N

0i2
012
012
012
012
0i2

012
012
012
012

012
012
012
012
012
012

YN
YN
YN
YN
YN
YN

YN
YN
YN
YN

YN
YN
YN
YN
YN
YN

4I. Irnpulsive or acts
42. Likes to be alone
43. Lying or cheating
44. Bites fingernails
45 . Nervous, high s trung,
46. Nervous movements or

wiÈhout Ëhinking

tense . . .

twiEching (describe).
012 Y N

012 Y N

47. Nightmares
48. Not liked by other children
49. ConsÈipaÈed, does not move bowels . . .

50. Too fearful or anxious ...
51. Feels dizzy
52. Feels too guilty



Very or 0f ten True
Somewhat or Sometimes True ...
Not true
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Is this a
problem
for you?

53. OvereaLing
54. Overtired...
55. 0verweight
56. Physical problems without known medical

cause ...
a) aches or pains
b ) headaches
c) nausea, feels sick
d) problems with eyes (describe)

e) rashes or othe skín problems
f) stomach aches or cramps ...
g) vomíting, throwing up

h) other (describe)

012 Y N

Oi2 Y N

OI2 Y N

012 Y N

012 Y N

012
012
012

012
012
012
012

YN
YN
YN

YN
YN
YN
YN

YN
YN
YN
YN
YN
YN
YN

YN
YN
YN
YN

57 .

58.

qo

60.
61.
62.

63.
64.

65.
66.

Physically attacks people
Picks nose, skín or other
(describe)

parts of body

Plays ¡¿ith own sex parÈs in public
Plays with or¡rn sex parts too much

Poor school work
Poorly coordinated or clumsy
Prefers playing with older children.......
Prefers playing with younger children
Refuses to talk

012 Y N

012 Y N

Repeats certain acts over and over
compulsions (descríbe)

67. Runs ar.ray from home

68. Screams a 1ot
69. Secretive, keeps things Ëo himself
70. Sees things that arent t there (describe) . .

7 I. Self-conscious or easily embarrassed
72. SeËs fires

012
012
0i2
012
012
012
012

0i2
012
012
0i2

012 v N

012 v N



Very or 0ften True
Somewhat or Sometímes True
Not true

16 6

Is this a
problem
for you?

73.

74.
75.
76.
77.

Sexual problems (describe)

off or clowning 0

timid... ...... 0

12 Y N

L2 Y N

L2 Y N

Showing

Shy or
Sleeps
Sleeps
and / or

less than most ch

more than most ch
night (descríbe)

ildren ...... 0

ildren during d"y

78.
79.
80.

8i.
82.
83.

84.

85.

86.
87.
88.

89.

90.

91.
o')

0i2
012
012
012

012
012
012
012
012
012

YN
YN
YN
YN

YN
YN
YN
YN
YN
YN

YN
YN
YN
YN
YN
YN
YN

Smears or plays
Speech problem
Stares blankly

wiLh bowel movements
(describe)

012 Y N

012 Y N

Steals at home

Steals outside the home

Stores up things he/she doesn't need
(describe)
Strange behaviour (describe)

Strange ideas (describe)

Stubborn, su11en,
Sudden changes in

irritable ...
mood or feelings

Sulks a 1ot
Suspicíous
Swearing or obscene language
Talks about killing self
Talks or walks in sleep (describe)_ 0

93. Talks Eoo much 0

94. Teases a lot 0

95. Temper tantrums or hot temper 0

96. Thinks about sex too much ...... 0

97 . Threatens people 0

98. Thumbsucking 0

99. Too concerned v¡ith neatness or cleanliness.0

t2
T2
L2
I2
L2
T2
I2



Very or 0ften True
Somewhat or Sometimes True
Not true
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Is thÍs a
problem
for you?

r00.

101.

toz.

103.

Trouble sleeping
(describe)
Truancy, skips school

I^Iorrying
Please write in any problems your child
has that \¡rere not lis ted above.
a.

b.
c.

Unhappy, sad or depressed
L04. Unusually loud
105. Uses alchohol or drugs (describe)

I 06 . Vandalism
IO7. irlets self during day

108. Wets the bed

109. I,lhining
110. I{ishes to be of the opposite sex

11 i . I^li thdrawn, doesn't get involved
with others

012
012
012
012

012
012
012
012
012

YN
YN
YN
YN

YN
YN
YN
YN
YN

012 Y N

OI2 Y NLL2.

113.

PLEASE BE SURE YOU HAVE ANSWERED ALL ITEMS

Underactíve, slow moving, or
lacks energy
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Date:

HEALTH AND HISTORY FORM

Child's Name Farni.ly Name

Form Fi11ed Out By

Please check the box thaË best describes the current male parent:
Naturatr Father n ; Step-father E i Live-in Boyfrienci ¡
Adoptive Father fl ; Foster Father I i Other û ; No Current Male Parent ¡
Please check the box that best describes the current female parent:
Natural Mother [] ; Step-Mother [ ; Foster Mother ¡ ; Live-in Girlfriend ¡ ;
Adoptive Mother E i other ll i No current Female Parent ¡

Family History
Rows 1-9: Please put a yes (y) or no (n)
in each box. If you dontt have information
on a specific item put a question nark (?)
Rows 10-lI: Please fill in each box as
indicated or put a question mark (?).

I. Received counselling or therapy before
2. Been psychologically evaluated before

3. Atternpted suicide before
4- Mental illness i.n the family

5. History of drug or alcohol abuse

6. HisËory of probleros v¡ith the 1aw

Long term physical illness or
handicap

8. Separated from parents as a child
Been held in custody by Juvenile
Authorities
Been admitted Ín a psychíatric
hospital (number of tÍmes)

7.

9.

10.

11. Education 1eve1
compleËed grade

(indicate last
1eve1)

Current length of time the male parent has been living r";iEh the child client:
Slnce the child's birth E ; Other (years and months)
Separated less than 6 months l:l ; Separated six monÈhs or more IJ .

Current length of time the female parent has been living r^rith the child client:
Sínce the childts birth ¡ ; Other (years and months)
Separated less than 6 nonths E ; Separated 6 months or more fI
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Pregnancy: Normal _i ConplicatÍons _; Birth l^leight
Delivery: Normal ; Co¡np1Ícations ; Premature_; CornplÍcations _i Premature

Describe any difficulties as a ner.¡born or sma11 child:

Name of chÍ1drs doctor

List any currenL uredical or health problem or physical complaint your child has:

Li.st any regular medication your chÍ1d takes and the reason it is taken:

Describe any Ínjuries or surgerÍes that your child has had:

Is any member of your irrrrediate faurily currently receiving counselling elsewhere?

I.rAro ? Where?

Please list three of your child's interests

1.

t

a

Please list three thirgs you especially like about your child:

t.
,)

Please lÍst three r^rays you r¡ou1d like your child or your family to change:

1.

,

J.

Is there any other information that may enable us to be more helpful to you and your

farnily? Please consider such areas as family background, life style, religious beliefs,

employment, behavioural or physical information. Use the back of this for¡n.
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Soc ia1-Demographic
Data Sheet

In order to better help us understand your child, please answer eachof the following questions about your child and farnily. When describingyour chí1d, please think abouË his/her behavior during the past nonth.Please try to ansvler each question. All information will be kept confidentiaiSelect only one ansr^rer for each question.

The following questions apply to you. Please circle the best answer as Ítapplies to yourself.

You are the childrs:

1. Mother
2. Father
3. Stepmother
4. Stepfather
5. Other, specify

Education: (circle one)

1. None
2, Grades 1-4
3. Grades 5-8
4. Grades 9-12
5. Tech. or Voc. Training
6. University Education

l^fhat is the appropriate yearly f anily income f rom al1 sources:

1. less than $5,000.00
2. $5, 000. 00-$9, 999. 00
3. $10,000.00-$rg,999.00
4. $20,000.00-929,999.00
5. $30,000.00-$:g,999.00
6. over $40,000.00

4. How ma¡y people are dependent on this income?

Are you currently:

1. Married
2. Living as married
3. Separated
4. Divorced
5. Widor¿ed
6. Never merried

)

3.

5.
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6. Please list the people living in your home:

Name Age Relationship to you

7 . The following questions ask you to describe your life as you now see it.Circle the best ans\¡¡er to each question.

a. Are there adults you know whom you could call upon for help if you
really needed it?

b. If you needed to leave towrr quickly, is there someone whom you would
trust to look after your house and belongings?

YES NO NOT SIIRE

c. rf you had to leave town quickly, Ís there someone whom you r¡ould
trust to look after your chí1d(ren)?

YES

1

YES

1

NO

NO

NOT SURE

3

NOT SURE

3

d. Have you engaged in a social activity with ot.her adulrs outside your
home in Èhe last:

24 HOIIRS I{EEK MONTH

e. Have you engaged in a social activity inside your home in the last:

24 HOURS WEEK MONTH
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f. Have you Ealked with an adult who cares about you, and you care
about, Ín the last:

24 HOURS WEEK MONTH

g. Are most of your contracts with other adults initiated

1. By you
2. By oËhers
3. Sometimes by you and sometimes by others

h. Are most of your contacts with other adulÈs:

1. Positive, supportive or pleasant
2. Neutral, neither positlve nor negative
3. Negative, conflictual or aversive

Sometimes significant events in, a child's life are
important in understanding a child's behavíor and emotional reactions.
Following is a list of events. Please read through the list two times.
As you read through the list for the first time, please place a check
uark in Column I beside any event with has occurred in your child's lífe
anytime in the past year.

I^Ihether any of the events listed are in fact stressful to a particular
child is very nuch individually determined. please read rhe lisr a
second time and for each event which has happened in your childfs life
in the last year, if you believe that event has been stressful to the
child, place an X Ín Column 2.

Column 1 golumn 2
Dit it occur? htas it stressful?

(/) (x)

Death of a parent

Serious injury/illness ro child
Serious injury/illness to parent

Serious injury/illness to brother or sister
of child
Change of schools

Fanily moved to another house or apartment

New infant or adult joined the fanily
Fanily income significantl-y decreased

Childrs parenÈs divorced or separated
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9. For each of the followÍng statements, indicaEe whether the sta¡ement
is true or not true by placing an (x) in the apporpirate column.

NOT

TRUE TRUE

a. Ìfy family is usually under some kind of stress

b. My child is behaving more or less tike she/he
always does

c. I do not handle stress r.¡e11.

d. I have close friends whom I trust.

e. I am able to tolerate stress and problems well.

f.. My child is able to tolerate stress and
problems we1l.

g. My child is usually nor happy.

h. I am basically alone with no one to help
or support me.

i. Our fanily life is often hectíc and chaotic.

j. I am usually happy.



Appendix III: Client SatisfacËion Feedback Form
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The Cl.ienr Satisfactj,on euestionnaire (CSe)

Please help us improve our program by answering some guestions aboutÈhe services you have received. we are intereited in your honestopinions, whether they are posiÈive or negative. prease answer aÌ1.
æ. .we also welcome your conmentr 

"ffi'r'nan.k you very much, we appreciate your help.

CIRCLE YOUR À¡¡SWER

1. How would you rate tåe quality of
43

Excellent Good

Did you get tíe kind of service
43

No definitely No notnot really

service you received?

2L
Fair Poor

2.

3.

4.

5.

you wanÈed?

2
Yes general-Iy

I
Yes definitely

To what extent has
'4

Àlmost all
of my needs
have been met

our Program
3

l,lost of my
needs have
been ¡net

met your needs?

2
OnIy a few of
my needs have
been net

I
llone of my
needs have
been met

If a friend were in need of
our program to hi¡n,/her?

3
No definitely No I don,
not think so

How satisfied are
4

Quite
dissatis fied

similar help, would you recon¡nend

2L
Yes I think
so

you with the amor¡nt of help
32

Indifferent or llosÈly
mildly satisfied
dissatis fied

Yes definitely

you received?
I

Very
sat,is f ied

(ovER)
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Havetheservicesyoureceivedhelpedyout'odeal¡rioreeffeceively
uith Your Problems?

432r
Yes they have Yes they Ho they No they seemed

helped a great have heiped really didn't to make Èhings
deal somewhat he lP \"o rs e

7. fn an overall, general sense, how saÈisfied are
service you received?

4
Very
satisfied

4

No definitelY
not

3
tlostJ.y
sa tis f ied

3
No I don't
think so

2

Indi f feren È

or miIdIY
dissatisfied

would you come

2
Yes I
Èhink so

you wiÈh the

t
Qui Èe
dissatis f ied

back Èo our Program?
I

Yes definitelY
8. If you rrere to seek heIP again,

ADDITIONAI COMHE}ITS:

PLEASE ÀÎTÀCH ÀDDITIOÌ¡ÀL STIEETS IF YOU I{ISH


